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Abstract
The high accuracy of Deep Neural Networks (DNN) come at the expense of high computational cost
and memory requirements. During inference, the data is often collected on the edge device which
are resource-constrained. The existing solutions for edge deployment include: i) executing entire
DNN on the edge (EDGE-ONLY), ii) sending the input from edge to cloud where the DNN is
processed (CLOUD-ONLY), and iii) splitting the DNN to execute partially on the edge and partially
on the cloud (SPLIT). The choice of deployment between EDGE-ONLY, CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT
is determined by several operating constraints such as device resources and network speed, and
application constraints such as latency and accuracy.
The EDGE-ONLY approach requires compact DNN with low compute and memory requirements.
Thus, the emerging class of DNNs employ low-rank convolutions (LR-CONVs) which reduce one
or more dimensions compared to the spatial convolutions (CONV). Prior research in hardware
accelerators has largely focused on CONVs. The LR-CONVs such as depthwise and pointwise
convolutions exhibit lower arithmetic intensity and lower data reuse. Thus, LR-CONVs result in low
hardware utilization and high latency.
In our first work, we systematically explore the design space of Cross-layer dataflows to exploit
data reuse across layers for emerging DNNs in EDGE-ONLY scenarios. We develop novel fine-grain
cross-layer dataflows for LR-CONVs that support partial loop dimension completion. Our tool,
X-Layer decouples the nested loops in a pipeline and combines them to create a common outer
dataflow and several inner dataflows.
The CLOUD-ONLY approach can suffer from high latency due to the high transmission cost of
large input data from the edge to the cloud. This could be a problem, especially for latency-critical
applications. Thankfully, the SPLIT approach reduces latency compared to the CLOUD-ONLY
approach. However, existing solutions only split the DNN in floating-point precision. Executing
floating-point precision on the edge device can occupy large memory and reduce the potential options
for SPLIT solutions.
In our second work, we expand and explore the search space of SPLIT solutions by jointly applying
mixed-precision post-training quantization and DNN graph split. Our work, Auto-Split finds a balance
in the trade-off among the model accuracy, edge device capacity, transmission cost, and the overall
latency.
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DEEP LEARNING [6] is a sub branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that imitates the workings of
the human brain in processing data and creating patterns for use in decision making. Deep-learning
architectures such as Deep Neural Network (DNN), deep belief networks, graph neural networks,
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) have been applied
to fields including computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, machine
translation, bioinformatics, drug design, medical image analysis, material inspection and board game
programs, where they have produced results comparable to and in some cases surpassing human
expert performance. In 2012, Alexnet [61], a deep learning algorithm became the winner of the
ImageNet challenge [60] beating all traditional handcrafted computer vision algorithms. Since then
deep learning algorithms have become the de facto for such applications. Deep learning (Figure 1.1)
is a subset of Machine Learning (ML) which comes under the large umbrella of AI. ML is the class
of algorithms in which the computers have the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.
The AI refers to the theory and development of algorithms that are able to perform tasks normally
requiring human intelligence.
Deep Neural Networks use multiple layers to progressively extract higher-level features from
the raw input. For example, in image processing, lower layers may identify edges, while higher
layers may identify the concepts relevant to a human such as digits or letters or faces. A DNN has
a training phase and an inference phase. Typically, during the training phase, the DNN algorithm
learns the task at hand by going through many examples from an example dataset. The DNN model
learns by minimizing the error between model prediction and ground truth with an algorithm called
backpropagation. The Backpropagation updates the model parameters during the training phase.
Once the accuracy is sufficiently high, the DNN algorithm stops learning and runs in the inference
stage. In the inference stage, the DNN model is frozen i.e, the model parameters are not updated
anymore (no backpropagation) and deployed to a target platform.
DNN algorithms are making exponential advances and have been seeping into many applications.
A large number of applications such as Human Activity Recognition (HAR), object detection, face
recognition, wearable devices, anti-spoofing, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Automatic








Figure 1.1: The field of artificial intelligence [7]
at the source of the data. This is called EDGE COMPUTING or popularly known as the Internet of
Things (IoT). The Edge devices can refer to small devices with limited computing capability such as
cameras, phones, microcontrollers and includes any device that collects the data at the source and
does the front-end of data processing. The IoT market is estimated to be USD 82.4 Billion in 2020
and is estimated to grow at a compounded annual growth rate of 23% from 2020 to 2028 [8].
We now explain existing solutions for the deployment of AI applications on the edge devices in
§1.1. An AI application can choose to i) execute everything on the edge device (EDGE-ONLY), ii)
send input data to the cloud for DNN processing on the cloud (CLOUD-ONLY, and iii) Choose to
split the AI application to partially execute on the edge and partially on the cloud device (SPLIT).
§1.2 discusses the contributions made in this thesis and resulting publications followed by §1.3 which
discusses the thesis organization. §1.4 discusses the challenges of deploying Edge Only Approach
(EDGE-ONLY) for emerging DNNs based on Low-rank Convolution (LR-CONV). Next in §1.5, we
explore the ideas to speed up SPLIT solutions for latency critical applications. We leverage mixed
precision post training quantization for the partial DNN executing on the edge device.
1.1 AI application pipeline
The DNN’s high accuracy comes at the expense of high computational and memory requirements
for both the training and the inference phase of deep learning. The efficiency of DNNs during the
inference phase is especially important since training occurs once and inference occurs many times.
This section explains various approaches to deploy DNNs for inference on edge devices. We also
discuss various constraints that lead to the selection of these approaches.
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The DNN deployment on the edge is challenging as the data is collected on the edge device
which is generally resource-constrained and may not be able to meet the computation and memory
requirements of the DNN execution. Existing solutions can be broadly divided into EDGE-ONLY
and DISTRIBUTED. In EDGE-ONLY approach the DNN is executed end to end on the edge device
itself, whereas in DISTRIBUTED approach a part of the data is executed on the edge device and the
rest is sent to the cloud for further processing. The DISTRIBUTED approach can be further divided
into i) CLOUD-ONLY and ii) SPLIT solutions. As the name suggests, in CLOUD-ONLY, the input
data is directly sent to the cloud for DNN processing. In the Split solution, the DNN is split into two
DNNs. The first half of the DNN executes on the edge DNN and the rest is executed on the cloud.
Figure 1.2 shows an example of an AI pipeline of license plate detection. First, the camera takes
an image of the license plate, then the image is processed and sent to a DNN (Yolo-v3 head) for
object detection. The object detection detects the license plate and crops it from the original image.
The cropped license plate is then sent to a large recognition DNN (an LSTM) which converts the
license plate image into text. The license plate text is the endpoint of DNN algorithms, but in an
end to end application, it requires further processing. For example, the license plate text could be
utilized to search into a database and issue a ticket to the driver for speeding. The example shows the
deployment of the AI pipeline with EDGE-ONLY, CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT approaches. The choice
of deployment approach depends on the operating and application constraints. For example, the
EDGE-ONLY approach requires the AI application to fit on the device memory. The CLOUD-ONLY
approach requires the network to be stable, and have relatively high bandwidth compared to the
input data being transmitted. The SPLIT approach requires a preprocessing stage to split the AI
application into the edge task and the cloud task. It also requires AI applications to contain output
activation layers where the transmission cost of activations at the split is significantly lower than
the input data. Next, we discuss the operating and application constraints which are a key factor in
deciding the choice of deployment.
to Cloud





















Figure 1.2: An example of issuing ticket with license plate detection and various methods of
deployment. The highlighted region shows execution in edge device
3







Solution trade-offs based on Operating and Application constraints.
The choice of deployment between EDGE-ONLY, CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT is determined by
operating and application constraints. Table 1.1 shows some choices to consider for operating and
application requirements. The operating constraints include factors such as device compute capability
and available memory. The application requirements include metrics such as Latency, the DNN
model accuracy and device cost. Other important metric is the accuracy of the application. We discuss
the application requirements and how it affects the choice of deployment next.
Latency: Real-time inference is critical to many applications. For example, in the case of self-
driving cars, the vehicle needs to process the input from camera frames and take a decision within a
minimum Worst Case Execution Time (WCET). For example, detecting a pedestrian on the street.
Such applications need to use the EDGE-ONLY approach. Since, in a DISTRIBUTED approach, the
network conditions can be unreliable such as network speed, stability, and availability of network in
remote areas. Some applications may have stable network conditions but require low latency. Such
applications would prefer a SPLIT solution, since, transmission cost of large input data to the cloud
could be a bottleneck in CLOUD-ONLY approach.
Accuracy: An AI application may demand high accuracy. The DNN’s high accuracy comes at the
expense of high computational and memory requirements. High application accuracy implies larger
models, which in turn requires higher processing power and memory. Thus it may not be possible
to deploy an EDGE-ONLY solution in such cases. An extreme example of high accuracy is the text
prediction models such as GPT-3 which requires up to 350GB memory and 175 Billion parameters.
Such models are far beyond the capacity of edge devices and are run on clusters of GPUs. Such
applications would deploy either a CLOUD-ONLY or a SPLIT solution.
The aim of the thesis is to enable efficient execution of DNN inference on edge devices especially
for EDGE-ONLY and SPLIT approach.
Challenges of EDGE-ONLY: The EDGE-ONLY devices are limited by compute and memory
requirements. In order to fit the DNN on edge device memory, many software optimizations are made
to trade-off model accuracy with model size. Techniques such as i) model compression [13,17,24,32,
32, 34, 56, 59, 105, 108, 116, 120, 124], ii) knowledge distillation, pruning and other hybrid techniques
[23, 35, 47, 74, 83] and, iii) Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [68, 84, 98, 99, 108, 109, 112, 114, 126]
are used to reduce the model size within the acceptable application constraints. The NAS methods
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have led to many compact emerging DNNs with high accuracy and, low compute and memory
requirements. These DNNs heavily employ LR-CONVs. An LR-CONV is a convolution which has
one or more dimensions reduced compared to the standard convolution operation. For example, in a
Pointwise Convolution (PT) layer, the filter height and width are reduced to 1×1. The LR-CONVs
have low reuse within a layer. This leads to poor hardware utilization which exacerbates the latency
problem in spite of having compact DNN with low Multiply Accumulate Operation (MAC) and
memory requirement (see chapter 2, Figure 2.4). We explain the challenges of improving latency for
EDGE-ONLY approach, especially for executing LR-CONVs in §1.4.
Challenges of SPLIT: When the AI applications are large and do not fit on the edge device,
DISTRIBUTED approach has to be used. The SPLIT solutions can be up to 1.6× faster than CLOUD-
ONLY solutions and can be a good alternative to CLOUD-ONLY solutions for many AI applications.
Existing SPLIT solutions can be categorized into cascaded models [117], multi-exit models [100]
and graph based DNN splitting [49,58,119]. Only the existing graph based DNN splitting techniques
are generic and can be applied to many applications but does not leverage model compression
techniques such as quantization to further improve the latency of end to end application. We discuss
it in detail in §1.5.
1.2 Dissertation Contribution
To our knowledge, this thesis is the first to explore the design space of cross-layer dataflows for
EDGE-ONLY solutions, and explore joint bit-width allocation along with split detection for SPLIT
solutions. In this thesis we make two major contributions:
• We propose X-Layer which is the first framework to systematically explore the design space
of cross-layer dataflows. It supports i) partial order loops enabled by LR-CONVs, ii) variable
pipeline depth, and iii) heterogeneous inner and outer dataflows. We propose novel cross-
layer dataflows, X pY pK pC−3 and X pY pCp−2. They exploit partial order loops to maximize
temporal reuse across layers and minimize the amount of on-chip SRAM. We also develop
the X-Layer microarchitecture targeting cross-layer dataflows. The primary novelty is Multi-
Input Multi-Output (MIMO) queues that support the multitude of data transformations in
heterogeneous dataflows. We navigate exponentially large design space (' millions) of cross-
layer dataflows and evaluate six state-of-the-art DNNs (Mobilenet, Xception, Resnet-50,
Mobilenet_v2, Mnasnet1_0, EfficientNet-b0). Compared to prior state-of-the-art [10, 36],
X-Layer improves performance by 7.8× and 16.6× using only 256KB of on-chip SRAM.
[10, 36] requires up to 2.4 MB of SRAM. X-Layer also demonstrates a wider performance
band for varied SRAM configurations (32KB – 2MB) whereas the performance drops steeply
for prior state-of-the-art as the on-chip SRAM is reduced.
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• We propose AUTO-SPLIT, an algorithm to minimize end-to-end latency by jointly searching for
a split point (to divide the DNN into edge and cloud devices), as well as searching for optimal
bit-widths for edge DNN layers (under pre-specified device memory constraints, network
latency, and an accuracy threshold). We demonstrate that by applying quantization on the edge
DNN, AUTO-SPLIT reduces the overall latency by 20–80% compared to the state of the art
network partitioning algorithms. AUTO-SPLIT also reduces model size requirements on the
edge DNN by 43 – 95 % compared to Uniform 4-bit quantized networks. To demonstrate the
generality of our method, we study six image classification networks and three object detection
networks, at different model sizes/architecture, and input resolutions.
Publications
This dissertation includes the works published in two peer-reviewed conferences. These publications
are listed below :-
• PACT 2021 – X-Layer: Building Composable Pipelined Dataflows for Low-Rank Convo-
lutions. This work is published at the 30th International Conference on Parallel Architectures
and Compilation Techniques with co-authors Reza Hojabr, Ahmad Khonsari, and Arrvindh
Shriraman.
– I was the main contributor of the X-layer framework including the design, development
and evaluation of the work. The X-layer scheduler (TB-Scheduler in the repository)
extracts the layer information from the PyTorch DNN model and explores all cross-layer
dataflows up to a pipeline depth of three. The latency calculation is done by a cycle-
accurate DNN accelerator. The optimal loop blocking and loop tiling parameters are
searched with the help of NSGA-II, a genetic algorithm.
– Reza and I came up with the idea of the MIMO queues to realize T-Bricks shown in §4.1.
He then developed the RTL for the X-Layer microarchitecture to evaluate FPGA results
(§4.3.2).
• KDD 2021 – Auto-Split: A General Framework of Collaborative Edge-Cloud AI. This
work is published at the Proceedings of the 27th ACM SIGKDD International Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining with co-authors Amin Banitalebi-Dehkordi, Jian Pei,
Fei Xia, Lanjun Wang, and Yong Zhang. Amin and I are the first authors of this paper.
– I was the main contributor of the AUTO-SPLIT framework, including the idea, algorithm
design, framework development, and evaluation of the work. The AUTO-SPLIT frame-
work takes a DNN model in PyTorch and i) collects statistics for each layer to quantize
later, ii) applies graph pre-processing and extracts the DNN graph information to collect
layer dependencies to find the min-cut in the split, iii) Implements Auto-split algorithm
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to find the split and allocate bit-widths to the edge DNN, iv) applies post-training quanti-
zation, v) and explores the trade-off in accuracy vs Latency. The Latency estimates are
calculated with the help of a mixed-precision edge device cycle-accurate simulator. I
also developed the video demo for the face detection application in TensorFlow which
i) explores the activation compression techniques, and ii) explores RPC protocols and
socket programming for activation transmission from edge device to cloud device.
– Amin did the evaluation and development of the license plate detection application shown
in §5.3.5. He also helped with writing the paper and filing for the patent.
.
Chapter 7 explains other contributions made by me which are not included in the thesis. It
also includes my third work as the first author – NACHOS: Software-Driven Hardware-Assisted
Memory Disambiguation for Accelerators which was published in the 2018 IEEE International
Symposium on High Performance Computer Architecture, HPCA 2018 with co-authors Arrvindh
Shriraman, Snehasish Kumar, and Nick Sumner.
• I was the main contributor of NACHOS, including the idea, design, development and evaluation
of the work. I developed an LLVM Alias analysis framework to replace Load Store queues
for memory disambiguation of acceleratable hot paths in SPEC2K, SPEC2K6, and PARSEC
workloads. This work is available on https://github.com/sfu-arch/Nachos.
• In this work I leveraged Snehasish’s framework NEEDLE for extracting acceleratable regions
from the workloads.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
Figure 1.3 summarizes the dissertation organization. Chapter 2 provides the background. First we
start by explaining the differences between CONV and LR-CONVs, followed by optimizations for
DNN model and dataflow for EDGE-ONLY solutions. Then we provide the background for existing
SPLIT solutions.
This thesis discusses two of my works X-Layer and AUTO-SPLIT. Chapter 3 and 4 discuss X-
Layer which explores the EDGE-ONLY approach. Chapter 5 discusses AUTO-SPLIT which explores
the SPLIT approach. In chapter 3, we provide a taxonomy of cross-layer dataflows and explain
the cross-layer pipelining for LR-CONV based DNNs. Chapter 4 provides the DNN hardware
accelerator microarchitecture changes required to support all cross-layer dataflows. We then present
a comprehensive evaluation of cross-layer dataflows and compare them against the state of the art
dataflows.
Chapter 5 provides a distributed approach to jointly detect split point to generate an edge DNN
and a cloud DNN, and allocate mixed-precision bit-widths for the edge DNN. The edge DNN
executes on the edge device and the cloud DNN executes on the cloud device. Chapter 6 provides a
7
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Figure 1.3: Dissertation Organization
summary of the thesis and directions for future work. Chapter 7 explains other contributions made by
me which were published in peer-reviewed conferences.
1.4 Improving latency for Edge-Only Approach
The majority of prior DNN accelerators [1, 19] and dataflow toolflows [62, 115] have targeted spatial
convolutions (CONV). However, state-of-the-art networks (see Imagenet leaderboard [4]) employ low
rank convolutions (LR-CONVs) for their workhorse layers e.g., AmoebaNet [84], RandWire [112],
EfficientNet [99], Mnasnet [98], NasNet [127] and PNasNet [68]. LR-CONV networks have only one
or two layers of CONV and spend more than 95% of the time in LR-CONVs. Figure 1.4 illustrates
a depth-separable layer commonly used in-lieu of CONVs. An LR-CONV is any convolution that
has one or more dimensions reduced compared to CONV. For example, a depthwise convolution
(DP) has Filters=1. Similarly, a pointwise convolutions (PT) has filter height and width =1×1.
These LR-CONVs are aggregated to create many composite layers such as depthwise-separable and
inverted residual layers in emerging DNNs.
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Stage1: DP Stage2: PT







(CONV) Depthwise (DP) Pointwise (PT)
#MACs X∗Y∗C∗K∗F2 X∗Y∗C∗F2 X∗Y∗C∗K
#Input Bytes X∗Y∗C X∗Y∗C X∗Y∗C
Normalized execution characteristics
#MACs/#Input Bytes K∗F2 F2⇓ K⇓
#Filter Bytes F2∗C∗K F2C⇓ K∗C⇓
Figure 1.4: Spatial vs. Low-rank Convolutions. F2KK∗F2. In Depth-separable layer, majority
of MAC is allocated to PT, and DP is memory bound due to F2. Typically F2=9 and 1, whereas
C,K∈[1,1000].
Given the same input activation of size X×Y×C, the arithmetic intensity of a CONV layer is
K×F2. A depth separable layer that can replace a CONV layer has an arithmetic intensity of only
F2+K. The DP has “F2" arithmetic intensity and the PT has “K" arithmetic intensity. In DNNs
the order of F2'9, whereas the order of C,K∈[1,1000]. Thus the depth separable layer, DP→PT
combined has much less arithmetic intensity compared to a CONV layer. Similarly, the memory
























































Figure 1.5: LR-CONVs vs CONVs.
Figure 1.5 compares the Arithmetic Intensity for LR-CONV and CONV. We find that DNNs with
LR-CONVs (Mnasnet1_0 and Mobilenet_v2) have 10× lower arithmetic intensity (# MACs/byte)
and 5-6× lower data-reuse (#SRAM/DRAM).
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B # Batch
X,Y Activation Width and Height
C # Activation Channels
K # Filters
Fx,Fy Filter Width and Height
b DRAM→SRAM Blocking parameters. Also determines size of On-chip buffer
params
t Tiling parameters. Controls how on-chip buffer is processed in tiles by the
grid-based neural engine.
1 # Outer dataflow: by compiler
2 def outer_xykc():
3 for b in range(0,B,Bb):
4 for x in range(0,X,Xb):
5 for y in range(0,Y,Yb):
6 for k in range(0,K,Kb):
7 for c in range(0,C,Cb):
8 act=load_act_onchip(Xb,Yb,Cb)
9 wgt = load_wgt_onchip(Kb,Cb)
10 inner_ck(act,wgt)
11
12 # Inner dataflow: in hardware
13 # (C|K) dataflow
14 def inner_ckxy(): # loads tile
15 for c in range(0,Cb,Ct): #Tile
16 for k in range(0,Kb,Kt): #Tile
17 for x in range(0,Xb,Xt): #Tile
18 for y in range(0,Yb, Yt): #Tile
19 act_tile = \
20 act[x:x+Xt][y:y+Yt][c:c+Ct]
21 wgt_tile = wgt[k,k+Kt][c:c+Ct]
22 conv_hw_ck(act_tile,wgt_tile)
23
24 # conv2d: by MAC Units
25 def conv_hw_ck(act_tile,wgt_tile):
26 for c in range(0,Cb,Ct): #unroll
27 for k in range(0,Kb,Kt): #unroll
28 for x in range(0,Xb,Fx): #unroll
29 for y in range(0,Yb,Fy): #unroll
30 conv(act_tile,wgt_tile)
Figure 1.6: Illustration of per-layer schedule and mapping of a CONV layer on a hardware accelerator
Per-Layer dataflow
The Dataflow refers to the scheduling and ordering of the different loops in a DNN. The Baseline
DNN accelerators seek to exploit parallelism and reuse in multiple loop dimensions by scheduling
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each CONV [1, 19] (per-layer dataflow) independently. They focus on improving the per-layer
locality and load data in tiles from DRAM [62, 79, 115]. However, in per-layer, the output of each
layer is flushed back to the DRAM and re-fetched by the next layer. We show that state-of-the-art
per-layer exhibit low-performance since they seek to exploit per-layer locality, which LR-CONVs do
not possess.
Figure 1.6 shows an example dataflow schedule of a CONV layer as used in various baseline
hardware accelerators. A CONV algorithm has seven loops comprising of b,X ,Y,K,C,Fx,Fy. However,
when scheduling a layer, the seven loops can be split into three groups of X ,Y,K,C dimensions.
The Fx,Fy are small dimensions and can be unrolled in either space or time. The outermost loop
“outer_xykc()", is scheduled in software by the compiler and controls the on-chip memory allocation
for the layer, we call it the Outer dataflow. The inner loop “inner_ckxy()" or inner dataflow is
scheduled in hardware and controls the tiles which are loaded to/from on-chip memory to registers
for the execution of convolution. The “conv_hw_ck()" unrolls the loops in hardware and controls the
mapping of the MAC units.
Accelerator Memory Model We assume a hardware memory model similar to [62, 79, 115].
Figure 1.7 shows the high-level logical view of the accelerator memory model. The DNN hardware
accelerator design is composed of several major components i) NN Engine, ii) on-chip buffer, iii)
external memory and iv) on/off-chip interconnect. An NN engine is a grid of Processing Element
(PE). A PE calculates a MAC operation which is the basic computation unit of convolution operations.
Due to resource limitations, the data is first cached in on-chip buffers (SRAM) before being fed to
the computation unit. The on-chip interconnect is dedicated to communication between NN engines,
between PEs, and between NN engines and on-chip buffers.
Cross-Layer Dataflows for LR-CONVs
Since, LR-CONVs are memory bound and have lower arithmetic intensity, they can benefit from
inter-layer reuse. A Cross-layer dataflow schedules loops across concurrent layers simultaneously
(per-layer serializes the execution of each layer). In LR-CONVs, the majority of the data re-use is
across layers i.e., the producer-consumer reuse of the intermediate output activations of each layer.
This provides an opportunity for cross-layers to retain the activations on-chip as they move across
the layers.
Unlike CONV pipelines, LR-CONVs provide an opportunity for X-Layer to kickstart neighbour-
ing layers in the pipeline with partially completed activations in (height, width, channel and filter
dimensions). This shortens the lifetime of inter-layer activations that need to be held on-chip and
allows capturing locality with a smaller amount of SRAM.
Design space of Cross-Layer dataflows for LR-CONV
Figure 1.8 shows an example Cross-layer schedule for an inverted residual layer (PT→DP→PT ). To





































Figure 1.7: Accelerator Overview
to be fused for all pipelined layers which bring the corresponding input activations from DRAM to
SRAM and sends the output activations from SRAM to DRAM. Each stage of the layer is executed
concurrently with multiple sync points.
This thesis answers the questions such as what is the optimal loop order, pipeline depth, buffer
parameters for the fused layer. Within each layer, we seek answers for 1) what are the optimal tiling
parameters, 2) optimal loop order, 3) best mapping strategy based on layer type, 4) best mapping
strategy and loop orders based on which stage the layer occurs, 5) What are the possible granularities
at which different layers can sync based on the layer types and, 6) the optimal number of compute
engines (NN) to be allocated per layer.
The outer loop blocking parameters control: i) the minimum on-chip memory required for each
pipelined layer stage, ii) the synchronization granularity between layers and how often data is
moved between them, and iii) the data reuse across layers and how long data is held on-chip before
being consumed by a subsequent stage. The outermost loop has 5 loops, and thus 5!=120 possible
loop orders. Within each layer, the buffer parameters vary a lot. For example, X ,Y∈[3,224], and
K,C∈[1,1000] for image classification DNN which we study in this thesis.
The outer dataflow controls the pipeline granularity, and the inner loop order along with tiling
parameters control the amount of work done in each pipeline stage. The number of loop orders per
layer quickly explodes as the pipeline depth increases. Assuming a pipeline depth of “N", the possible
loop orders are (4!)N . Within each layer, the tiling parameters can vary between X ,Y∈[3,224], and
K,C∈[1,1000]. The optimal hardware mapping also varies based on the layer type CONV, DP and
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def inner(Xt,Yt,Ct,Kt):
   for x in range(0,X,Xt):
     for y in range(0,Y,Yt):
       for k in range(0,K,Kt):
         for c in range(0,C,Ct):
            act =  SRAM[Xt,Yt,Ct]
            wgt = SRAM[Kt,Ct]
         SYNC
         SEND output[Xt,Yt,Ct]
def inner(Xt,Yt,Ct):
  for x in range(0, X, Xt):
     for y in range(0, Y, Yt):
       for c in range(0, C, Ct):
    SYNC
          act = RECV[x:x+Xt][y:y+Yt][c:c+Ct]
            wgt=SRAM[Ct]
            output = fyY_hw(Xt,Yt,Ct)
     SYNC 
     SEND output[Xt,Yt,Ct]                     
   
def inner(Xt,Yt,Ct,Kt):
  for x in range(0,X,Xt):
     for y in range(0,Y,Yt):
        for c in range(0,C,Ct):
           for k in range(0,K,Kt):
               SYNC
               act = RECV[x:x+Xt][y:y+Yt][c:c+Ct]
               wgt = SRAM[Kt,Ct]
                output = ck_hw(act,wgt)
       SYNC      





 for b in range(0,B,b):
   for x in range(0,X,Xb):
     for y in range(0,Y,Yb):
       for k in range(0,K,Kb):
         for c in range(0,C,Cb):
            act =  DRAM[Xb,Yb,Cb]
            output = cross_layer(act,wgt)
         SYNC




















Fused  outer(): 
Buffer parameters: Xb,Yb,Kb,Cb ?
Optimal pipeline depth?: 1, 2,3, 3+ ?
Loop order ? : XYKC, KCXY ...?
Layer sync granularity? 
:partial layers per stage
Pipelined inner():
Tiling Parameters: Xt,Yt,Kt,Ct?
Mapping Strategy per layer type?
 : C|K, Fy|Y, .. 
Loop orders?   : X,Y,K,C?
Data transformation support across layers?
: XYC -> CXY and vice versa
NN engines per Pipeline stage?
Figure 1.8: An example cross layer schedule for PT→DP→PT layer.
PT which affects hardware utilization. Supporting multiple mapping strategies based on layer type
requires dynamic data shape transformation capabilities between layer execution in the hardware.
We systematically explore the search space to find optimal cross-layer dataflow strategies in
chapter 3 and provide the hardware microarchitecture which supports shape transformations in
chapter 4.
Our Approach: X-Layer
Our first work is X-Layer where we solve the challenges of executing LR-CONVs efficiently for
EDGE-ONLY approach using cross-layer dataflows. We introduce multiple novel ideas: i) Leverag-
ing Cross-layer dataflows to explore pipelining: It then proceeds to fuse loop dimensions from
multiple layers and schedule them across concurrent stages. This explores the tradeoffs in synchro-
nization between pipeline stages and the size of the sliding window mapped to SRAM to capture
inter-layer reuse. ii) Fine-grain partial order loops: We identify that LR-CONVs have different
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pipeline dependencies than CONVs and this enables a finer-grain dataflow. With LR-CONVs, the
channel and filter loops can be partially complete before a subsequent LR-CONV is kickstarted;
CONVs do not provide this opportunity. iii) Fine-grain vs Coarse-grain Dataflow: We explore
that Coarse-grain is sensitive to on-chip memory and performance drops steeply as on-chip memory
reduces below 1.5 MB. On the contrary, X-Layer fine-grain dataflows perform well for a wide
range of SRAM (≥ 32KB). iv) Heterogeneous inner dataflow: We find that each layer type in the
cross-layer pipeline requires different inner dataflows. We develop microarchitecture techniques to
support the flexible on-chip data movement required by each layer. There has been some work in
pipelining CONVs: batch pipelining [36, 90, 95] and activation pipelining [10, 107]. Their hardware
does not support LR-CONVs. Also, their dataflows are coarser and sub-optimal for LR-CONVs.
Batch pipelines require 8.3× more on-chip SRAM than X-Layer. Activation pipelines [10] give up
















Figure 1.9: X-Layer Overview. DP= Depthwise, PT= Pointwise
Figure 1.9 illustrates X-Layer tool flow. X-Layer first partitions a DNN into composite blocks.
The DNN blocks are formed based on the feasibility of pipelining the layers within a block. X-Layer
schedules DNN blocks to execute as a concurrent pipeline in a cross-layer schedule. Each layer
executes in a decoupled fashion but periodically synchronizes with the next stage in the pipeline
to transfer a sliding window of activations. The loop order and blocking control within each layer
involves a tradeoff between the size of the sliding window (which impacts on-chip SRAM required),
frequency of synchronization (which impacts stage latency), and overall performance. To navigate
this design tradeoff and find the Pareto optimal point, we use a multi-objective genetic algorithm [75].
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The explorer selects the cross-layer dataflows and allocates on-chip buffers and mac units per layer.
Finally, the optimal schedule is mapped onto the underlying hardware. To schedule a cross-layer
dataflow, X-Layer splits the convolution loops of multiple layers in the pipeline into a single fused
outer dataflow and several inner dataflows which execute in a synchronized manner. The inner
dataflows are similar to per-layer dataflows [79]. We lower the scheduled dataflows onto a 2D grid
of convolution accelerators. Since multiple layers can be simultaneously active on the hardware,
X-Layer also addresses the issue of distributing the compute and SRAM resources in the grid to each
layer.
Engineering efforts while developing X-Layer Figure 1.8 shows the large large design space and
the questions that need to be answered for an optimal cross-layer dataflow design. The dataflow is
closely tied to the hardware and it is impossible to explore the design space of Cross-layer dataflows
without basic hardware support such as data transformation capabilities within the hardware, different
mapping capabilities in the hardware, data movement between NN engines and, controlling the size
of NN engines.
The design space of cross-layer dataflow requires developing an infrastructure to fuse multiple
outer layer dataflows together. It should support loop order explorations for both single fused outer
dataflow and multiple inner dataflows of the pipelined stages. We need to support these capabilities
for primarily three-layer types CONV, DP and PT, where each layer type have different loop
dependencies. For instance, in a three-stage CONV pipeline, with the loop order X→Y→K→C for
stage 1. Partial loop executions of X ,Y,K are allowed but we cannot kickstart stage 2 without finishing
all channels (C). Such dependencies vary as the loop order changes.
We first started with a three stage templated cross-layer hardware with a fixed loop order
X pY pK pC→X pY pCp→CKXY . The “p" indicate partial loop orders being executed. This limited
microarchitecture solution is similar to prior work Fused-Layer [10] and Tangram [36]. The hardware
targeted FPGAs and was regenerated for every DNN. This work did not get published, and we had to
iterate multiple times until we realized the extent of the large design space.
We realized that the outermost dataflow controls the granularity of the pipeline and has first-order
effects on latency. The inner dataflow of each pipeline stage is tied to the mapping of the hardware
and it is sufficient to fix them to the optimal mapping of each layer type.
We had to start from scratch multiple times and we ended up with a configurable ASIC microar-
chitecture with minimal features such as shape transformations which allowed us to explore the
design space of cross-layer dataflows.
1.5 Speedup potential for SPLIT Approach
Table 1.2 shows the operating and application constraints when a DISTRIBUTED approach is preferred
over an EDGE-ONLY approach. The main scenario is when the AI application does not fit on the
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Table 1.2: AI Application scenario for DISTRIBUTED approach
Constraints Scenario
Operating




High Accuracy which require large models
edge device. This is especially true for large scale DNNs that are required for the high accuracy of
the application.
Large scale DNN models are typically hosted in cloud servers with unrelenting computational
power. At the same time, data is often distributed at the edge of the cloud, that is, the edge of
various networks, such as smart-home cameras, authorization entry (e.g. license plate recognition
camera), smart-phone and smart-watch AI applications, surveillance cameras, AI medical devices
(e.g. hearing aids, and Fitbit), and IoT nodes. However, the gap between huge amounts of data and
large deep learning models remains and becomes an arduous challenge for extensive AI applications.
Connecting data at the edge with deep learning models at cloud servers is far from straightforward.
Through low-power devices at the edge, data is often collected, and machine learning results are
often communicated to users or passed to downstream tasks. Large deep learning models cannot be
loaded into those low-power devices due to the very limited computation capability. Indeed, deep
learning models are becoming more and more powerful and larger and larger. The grand challenge
for utilization of the latest extremely large models, such as GPT-3 [16] (350GB memory and 175B
parameters in case of GPT-3), is far beyond the capacity of just those low-power devices. For those
models, the inference is currently conducted on cloud clusters. It is impractical to run such models
only at the edge.
Since the input data is generated at the edge, a network connection is required to transmit i)
either the input data (CLOUD-ONLY) or, ii) partially executed DNN output activations (SPLIT).
Transmitting high resolution, high volume input data all to cloud servers (the Cloud Only Approach
(CLOUD-ONLY) solution) may incur high transmission costs, and may result in high end-to-end
latency. Moreover, when original data is transmitted to the cloud, additional privacy risks may be
imposed. Recently, the DNN graph splitting methods has been explored [49, 58, 119]. The approach
exploits the fact that the data size at some intermediate layer of a deep neural network (DNN for
short) is significantly smaller than that of raw input data. This approach partitions a DNN graph
into edge DNN and cloud DNN thereby reduces the transmission cost and lowers the end-to-end
latency [49, 58, 119]. The edge-cloud collaborative approach is generic, can be applied to a large
number of AI applications. Prior work [119] has shown that SPLIT approach can be up to 1.6 ×
faster than the CLOUD-ONLY approach. These techniques rely on creating a weighted DNN graph
where each edge denotes the transmission cost in case of a split. Then a graph min-cut is calculated
to detect the split point with the lowest end to end latency. The existing state of the art SPLIT
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CLOUD-ONLY 0 507 KB
SPLIT, FP16 5 49KB
SPLIT, INT4 5 12.25 KB
SPLIT, INT 2 1 10 KB
Figure 1.10: Transmission cost comparison between CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT. MP: Mixed precision
Joint bit-width allocation and split detection Figure 1.10 shows the intuition behind low latency
of SPLIT solutions compared to CLOUD-ONLY approach. In the example, the CLOUD-ONLY
approach requires 507 KB of data to be transmitted over the network whereas an existing SPLIT
approach executing in 16-bit floating point precision (FP16), requires only 49KB of transmission. By
leveraging, mixed precision quantization, one can see that the same split point suggested earlier need
to transmit only 12.25 KB. However, when a mixed precision quantization is applied Node 1 was
allocated 2-bits whereas Node 5 was allocated 4-bits. Thus, the optimal split point is Node 1 with 10
KB of data transmission. This also demonstrates the need for joint bit-width allocation and graph
split point detection.
Mixed Precision Quantization (MP) The mixed precision quantization allocates different bit-
widths to weights and activations of different layers such that the total accuracy of the DNN is
within the acceptable limit. The intuition is that some layers are more compressible than others
and does not affect the final accuracy. The mixed precision quantization requires the allocation of
bit widths for weights and activations for every layer of the DNN. Given a DNN with “N" layers,
and B={1,2,4,6,8} bit-widths to choose, the number of possible combinations is B2n which is
exponential. Assuming a Resnet-50 example, the allocation of bit widths and execution of a DNN
to verify the accuracy can take around '8 minutes per configuration on a GPU. Thus, a brute force
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approach will require '52×50×8=6.3×1070 minutes. The joint bit-width allocation along with split
detection increases the search space further.
Next, we argue qualitatively, why the trivial solution of splitting the DNN (QDMP) and then
applying MP or vice-versa does not work.
QDMP→MP: Finding split points using partitioning algorithms such as [49,58] and then applying
mixed-precision quantization on the edge DNN is not sufficient since 1) the split point detected to
partition into edge DNN and cloud DNN for reducing end-to-end latency can be different 2) This is
because these algorithms do not account for edge device memory to split the DNN. Quantization
reduces total memory requirement which in turn allows for deeper layers to be part of the search
space for feasible solutions.
MP→ QDMP: One can also consider applying mixed-precision quantization on the entire DNN
first and then use those bit-widths in the edge DNN solution of the partitioning algorithms. (Mixed
precision→ [49, 58] ). This is also not optimal since: 1) the split point detected did not consider
quantization at first and it may be different from the optimal solution. Since the mixed-precision
quantization used the entire DNN instead of partial DNN for quantization they will be conservative in
assigning low bit-widths, 2) edge DNN quantization in edge-cloud model partitioning approach also
requires more compression for activations at the split point, unlike the EDGE-ONLY approach where
existing mixed precision techniques treat all layers equally for compression. For example, ZeroQ [17]
(page 6) demonstrated mixed-precision quantization for weights and uniform 6-bit quantization for
activations to reduce the ResNet-50 model size to 18.27 MB.
We observed that the transmission cost of output activations of the edge DNN can be further
reduced by applying mixed-precision quantization along with DNN graph partitioning. However, this
raises new challenges: a) existing techniques profile the edge, cloud, and transmission latency of each
layer before applying the partitioning algorithm, but a naive mixed-precision quantization method
will require this profiling to be done for multiple bit-widths which is computationally expensive, b)
bit-widths of DNN layers need to be explored without dropping the accuracy too much.
Problem Formulation The problem requires jointly allocating bit-widths for weights and activa-
tions along with detecting the optimal split point “n". Given a DNN with “N" layers, the detected
split point should also satisfy the constraints i) the EdgeDNN∈[1,n] fits in the edge device memory,
ii) the DNN error caused due to quantization is within the user acceptable limit. To summarize, the

















M w+M a≤M, (1.1b)
F (bw,ba)≤E, (1.1c)
where M w,M a is weight and activation memory, M is total edge device memory, F is the DNN
which is a function of weight and activation bit-width sets, and E is the acceptable Error limit set by
the user. The L is the non-linear latency function that depends on the edge and cloud device. L trn
denotes the transmission latency of transmitting output activations from EdgeDNN→CloudDNN .
Our Approach: AUTO-SPLIT
Our second work AUTO-SPLIT improves the end to end latency of AI applications deploying SPLIT
solutions on the edge device. This work is explained in detail in chapter 5. In this section, we discuss
the problem overview of AUTO-SPLIT. We realize that in SPLIT approach, we can reduce the latency
of edge DNNs by leveraging MP. However, this increases the search space of splitting the DNNs
further.
Fig. 1.11 shows an overview of our framework. The AUTO-SPLIT applies joint bit-width alloca-
tion and split detection to generate a quantized edge DNN which executes on the edge device and a
Cloud DNN which executes on the cloud device. The output activations from edge DNN are packed
and transmitted to the Cloud device for unpacking and fed as input to the Cloud DNN. Depending
on the operating and application constraints, the AUTO-SPLIT can suggest one of the EDGE-ONLY,
CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT approaches. The input to the AUTO-SPLIT can be categorized into i)
DNN specific inputs, ii) operating constraints and iii) application constraints. The DNN specific
inputs are a pre-trained DNN and sample data for profiling to collect statistics for quantization. The
operating constraints are edge device constraints such as device memory and hardware bit-width
support, network constraints such as uplink bandwidth based on the network type (e.g., BLE, 3G,
5G, or WiFi). The application constraints include the error limit acceptable by the application user.
The AUTO-SPLIT is part of an edge-cloud collaborative prototype of Huawei Cloud. This patented
technology is already validated on selected applications, such as license plate recognition systems
with HiLens edge devices [18, 31, 82], is on its way for broader systematic edge-cloud application
integration [33], and is being made available for public use as an automated pipeline service for
end-to-end edge-cloud collaborative intelligence deployment [9].
Engineering challenges incurred while developing AUTO-SPLIT The Figure 1.11 can be split
into input pre-processing, AUTO-SPLIT method and the output post-processing. We list the engineer-
ing efforts that were required to develop AUTO-SPLIT framework in each category.
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Figure 1.11: AUTO-SPLIT overview: inputs are a trained DNN and the constraints, and outputs are
optimal split and bit-widths
DNN preprocessing: The DNN input needs to have DNN layers in a specific format for it
to be quantized. The guidelines for preparing a DNN for quantization can be found in [3]. Also
pre-processing of DNNs for inference on edge devices requires some layers to be in a particular
order. For example, the layers CONV→BatchNorm→Relu, should be in the order presented for
DNN processing to apply BatchNorm folding.
Mixed precision edge simulator: At the time of this research, there has been no open source
edge device simulator that supports mixed-precision quantization. Existing academia solutions
[37, 91] did not have the software stack and existing industry solutions [2, 5] only supported uniform
8-bit quantization. Thus an edge device hardware simulator had to be built from scratch. Prior
work [30] used NAS based methods to explore DNN architectures by getting latency feedback from
the edge devices. On further exploration, we found that it used an operator Look up Table (LUT)
from the Samsung device. We tried using this setup but it did not work, since, the LUT was specific
to only one DNN.
DNN layer dependencies: AUTO-SPLIT requires extracting DNN graph information. However,
we used TorchScript for the DNN pre-processing stage for inference which i) serializes the DNN
graph ii) omits several layers due to optimizations such as BatchNorm folding iii) applies name
mangling to new layers. Thus we had to create our own mapping between old and new layers to
reconstruct the graph information on the serialized DNN graph. This graph information is necessary
to understand the layer dependencies. The layer dependencies are required to find the min-cut for the
DNN graph split.
Splitting DNN: The infrastructure for AUTO-SPLIT has been developed in PyTorch. Given the
split point, there is no easy way to generate the edge DNN and Cloud DNN. In PyTorch, this requires
rewriting the edge DNN and Cloud DNN. For the video demo, we used Tensorflow.
Serializing activations for transmission: Since, there is no native support for sub 8-bit data
types, i.e., ≤8−bits. The data transmission from edge device to cloud device requires packing sub
8-bit data into an signedint8 data type before serializing the 3D activations. Then it requires to be
decoded from serialized activations into a) 3D activations, b) into sub 8-bit data types. This also adds
an unnecessary overhead which can be omitted with native sub 8-bit data type support.
Transmission protocol: We explored two transmission protocols i) RPC and ii) socket program-
ming. We first explored RPC protocols used by prior research [49, 119], but it was slow and had a




In this chapter we start with explaining the basics of DNN layers, followed by breakthrough innova-
tions in DNN architecture §2.1. Next we divide the sections into EDGE-ONLY optimizations §2.2 and
DISTRIBUTED §2.3 examples. The EDGE-ONLY optimizations lists the optimizations used across
the DNN stack for EDGE-ONLY approaches and the DISTRIBUTED examples explains existing
distributed approaches.
2.1 Deep Neural Network Basics
A DNN is a class of machine learning techniques inspired by a model of the human brain, the
biological neural network. This section explains the basics of DNN and the two stages, namely
training and inference. Then we explain the basic operations used in the DNN layers and the difference
between the Spatial Convolution (CONV) and Low-rank convolutions (LR-CONV). Finally, we
discuss emerging DNNs that heavily employ LR-CONVs to generate compact DNNs with low
computation and memory requirements.
A DNN can be represented like a graph. The input to the graph could be an image, text, speech
or any data. The output of the graph depends on the DNN task. Figure 2.1 shows an example of
digit recognition. The input to the DNN is an image of a handwritten digit and the output is the
recognized digit. The DNN can choose from ten classes of digits. Each node of the DNN graph is an
operation. For example, a node can represent a convolution operation that consists of parameters such
as weights and bias. The edges connecting the nodes pass activations. A DNN can have hundreds of
these nodes.
The DNN has two stages, a training stage and an inference stage respectively. During training
stage the DNN learns to classify an image into the correct digit classes. The parameters are initialized
by random values and then the loss is calculated between the output of the DNN and the correct
class. This can be done by several loss functions such as a KL-Divergence, Cross-Entropy loss,
Mean Square loss, and Cosine loss. The most popular loss function is Cross-Entropy loss which is
calculates the entropy or randomness between the predicted output “p" and actual output “q", given







Figure 2.1: DNN example of digit classification from MNIST dataset
equal to the number of classes. During the training phase, the loss is then backpropagated to update
all parameters as it goes through the dataset several times.
During inference stage, which is the focus of the thesis, the backpropagation algorithms are
not used and the parameters of the DNN are constant. The activations need to be calculated during
runtime through several operations. These operations/nodes are performed in stages and are also
called layers of the DNN. These layers can be broadly categorized into a) convolution operations,
b) arithmetic operations, c) activation operations and d) reduction operations. The convolution
operations are where a DNN spends (>95%) of execution time. We categorize them into spatial
convolution (CONV) and low rank convolutions (LR-CONV). The low-rank convolutions are the
type of convolutions where one or more dimension is reduced compared to CONV. For example,
depthwise convolution (DP), pointwise convolution (PT), 1×N convolution and N×1 convolution.
The last layer of a DNN for Image classification is generally a fully connected (Fully-Connected
Layer (FC)) layer which is an all to all connection between the nodes. The arithmetic operations
between tensors include skip connections (addition), scale (multiply operations) and other arithmetic
operations which can be applied on matrices. The activation operations are Relu, Tanh and Softmax.
The reduction operations are pooling operations such as global, max and average pooling. We now
explain how convolution operations work and how the depthwise separable function is functionally
similar to a CONV operation.







where I is the input activation, K is the kernel and O is the output activation. Since, convolution is






The later is more straight forward to implement in machine learning libraries, because there is less
variation in the range of valid values of m and n. However, many neural networks simplify this further






This is what we call as convolution in the thesis. The spatial convolution (CONV) is a three












Figure 2.2: Spatial Convolution Example
X×Y×C. There are K filters each of size Fx×Fy×C, which produces the output activation Xo×Yo×K.













where Sx,Sy are strides and Px,Py are paddings in x,y dimension.
The CONV is a seven loop structure along the dimensions b,X ,Y,K,C,Fx,Fy which is largely
parallel. Thus, CONV operations have a lot of spatial and temporal parallelism which can be exploited
by hardware. The order of loops affects the data reuse within the hardware. It determines which data
stays stationary in on-chip memory and which data streams to execute convolutions. This loop order,
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schedule and data movement in the hardware is called the dataflow. A good dataflow can improve
the latency up to 18× [20] and is the focus of this thesis. We explain dataflows in detail in §2.2.
Low Rank Convolutions The Low-rank convolutions are partial CONV functions that are created
by reducing either one or more dimensions. Low-rank convolutions do the function of CONV but
by breaking a three-dimensional CONV operation into two separate two-dimensional convolutions.
It can be achieved either by using factorized kernels (1×N followed by N×1) or by using depth
separable convolutions (DP followed by PT). The input and output activation dimensions remain the
same but the multiply-accumulate operations (MAC) and memory requirements are considerably
reduced.







Cout = Cin Cout = K
* *
Figure 2.3: Depthwise and Pointwise Convolution Example
Figure 2.3 shows a depthwise convolution (DP) and a pointwise convolution (PT) layer. In DP
each input channel convolves with only a single filter, i.e., C dimension is reduced. In PT the filter
height and width dimensions are reduced to 1. The total computation cost of depth separable layer
is XYC(Fx×Fy+K) whereas the computation cost of a CONV layer is XYCFxFyK. Thus, a depth
separable layer requires ( 1K+
1
(Fx×Fy)) times less MAC operations compared to the CONV layer.
Characteristics of DNN: Figure 2.4 shows a figure from the Google AI Blog [5]. It can be seen
that for the same input and output activation, a CONV layer requires 173M MAC operations whereas
an equivalent depth separable layer requires only 24M MAC operations. However, the CONV layers
have ' 3X more effective hardware utilization and thus executes faster on the Edge TPU.
LR-CONV types Figure 2.5 shows different kinds of layers which use convolutions. The residual
block found in ResNet architecture uses CONV operations and skip connections. Other complex
layers such as Inception, depthwise separable and inverted residual layers employ LR-CONVs. Table
2.1 lists the different DNN that employ LR-CONV layers. Many of these layers are composite layers,
made up of multiple sequences of depthwise (DP) and pointwise convolution (PT). The old DNNs




PT, 1x1 (MAC: 19M)
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CONV, 3x3 (MAC: 173M)
Executes faster on Edge TPU
Figure 2.4: MAC requirement for CONV vs depth separable(DP + PT) layers [5]. CONV executes
faster on edge TPU due to ' 3X more effective hardware utilization.












Efficientnet [99] X X X X -
Xception [27] - X X X -
DenseNet [52] - - X X -
Inception-V3 [97] - - X X X
MobileNet-v2 [88] X X X X -
MobileNet [110] - X X X -
NasNetMobile [98] - X X X X
MnasNet1_0 [98] X X X X -
ReNets [43] - - X X -
ShuffleNet_v2 [71] - X - X -
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Figure 2.5: Advances in DNN Algorithm designs
Advances in DNN: In the 2012 Imagenet challenge, the first time a neural network beat the state
of the art computer vision algorithms. This neural network was Alexnet that lead to a lot of research
in computer vision.
It is important to study the characteristics of emerging DNNs, since, it affects the choice of
dataflow and hardware accelerator microarchitecture. Therefore, we summarize the breakthrough
innovations in DNNs below.
AlexNet, 2012: first successful neural network for image classification tasks consisting of 8
layers ( 5 CONV and 3 FC layer) with ImageNet Top-1 accuracy of 62.5%. AlexNet consists of 60M
parameters. The majority of MAC operations belonged to FC layers but later DNNs after VGG have
greater than 90% of MACs in CONV layers. Since later DNNs get rid of expensive FC layers with
just one FC layer.
VGG, 2014 was the first deep neural network. It used only 3×3 kernels instead of 5×5 kernels
used in AlexNet which reduced the number of computations per layer to allow for deeper neural
networks. However, DNN is overparameterized. VGG-16 consists of 138M parameters and about
500MB of model size.
Inception-v1,v2,v3, 2014–2015: introduced the inception module (Figure 2.5), batch normal-
ization, bottleneck layers and made use of LR-CONV. The idea of the bottleneck layer is to use
the pointwise convolutions (PT) bottleneck layer to reduce the number of activations before the
expensive 3x3 CONV. Inception was the first to introduce the idea that CONV layers do not always
have to be stacked up sequentially. The inception module has 1×1, 3×3, and 5×5 convolutions all in
parallel. Inception module also consists of factorized kernels i.e 1×n and n×1. Factorized kernels
have much less computation cost compared to spatial convolution layers.
ResNets, 2015: introduced Skip connections aka shortcut connections or residual connections
which allowed DNNs to go very deep– 100 to 200 layers. ResNets showed that naive stacking of
layers to make the network very deep won’t always help and can actually make things worse. To
address the above issue, they introduce residual learning with skip connections. The idea is that
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DNN Stack Optimization scope
DNN Model Model Compression, NAS, Operator fusion
Dataflow Loop optimizations – Reorder, Tiling, Unrolling (Spatio-Temporal Trade-off)
Table 2.2: Optimization scope along the DNN stack
by using an additive skip connection as a shortcut, deep layers have direct access to features from
previous layers. This allows feature information to more easily be propagated through the network.
MobileNets, 2017: replaced CONV layers with depthwise separable convolutions. Depth-
separable convolutions is a single sequence of depthwise convolutions and pointwise convolutions,
DP→PT. It has lower computation requirements compared to CONV § 2.1.
Mobilenet-v2, 2018: introduced inverted residual network and linear bottlenecks with even
fewer parameters compared to Mobilenets. Skip connection in original residual block follows a
wide→narrow→wide approach concerning the number of channels and increased memory. On the
other hand, MobileNetV2 follows a narrow→wide→narrow approach to reduce memory overhead.
The idea of a linear bottleneck is to use a linear block before the addition in skip connection, i.e.,
discard the last activation function. To prevent the loss due to narrow→wide→narrow approach.
Other emerging DNNs: that have followed, use a combination of LR-CONV, squeeze and
excitation networks [50], network architecture search (NAS) [98, 109] based methods which tweak
the DNN to run efficiently on a selected target device.
It can be seen that emerging DNNs heavily employ LR-CONVs. In the next section, we show
how the DNN inference is optimized across the DNN stack to reduce execution latency and improve
hardware utilization.
2.2 Edge Only Optimizations
End to end DNN inference on the edge device preserves privacy and reduces the overhead of
communication with the cloud device. However, edge devices have limited on-chip memory and
computation capability.
To accommodate large models without sacrificing accuracy, there have been many DNN model
optimization techniques that explore the trade-off between model accuracy, model size and model
computation requirements. Table 2.2 shows the optimizations applied in DNN model such as
Model Compression, NAS and Operator Fusion which we discuss in §2.2.1. We especially focus on
quantization which is used in our second work AUTO-SPLIT in chapter 5.
Given a DNN model, it needs to be scheduled and mapped onto a target hardware accelerator.
The latency of the DNN inference depends on maximizing the hardware utilization and maximizing
available data reuse. We discuss the background of dataflows in §2.2.2 which applies several loop
optimizations and hardware mapping techniques to achieve low latency.
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2.2.1 Model optimizations
DNN Model optimizations aim to explore DNN architectures along the Pareto-optimal curve of
model accuracy, model size and model MAC requirements. The model optimization techniques can
be largely divided into NAS, Model Compression, and operator Fusion.
Neural Architecture Search(NAS): There has been a rise in NAS based DNN architectures
generate the most compact DNNs with fewer MAC and memory requirements compared to their
hand-designed counterparts. NAS techniques employ deep learning algorithms to search for efficient
DNN architectures. They solve an objective function that tries to minimize several parameters by
taking feedback from the hardware. These parameters include DNN latency, power, on-chip memory
and DNN error. Examples of NAS based DNNs are [30, 98, 99, 108, 109, 114]. NAS based DNNs are
currently state of the art networks in various DNN tasks and heavily employ LR-CONVs.
Operator Fusion and DNN Scheduling: This is an important stage in pre-processing a DNN
before deployment for inference. In this stage, several layers are fused together into a single layer.
For example, a CONV→BatchNorm→Relu can be fused into a single CONV layer with fused Relu
operation. The DNN scheduler then serializes the DNN graph and schedules one layer at a time
for per-layer dataflows. In the case of a cross-layer dataflow, a sequence of composite layers are
scheduled at a time on the hardware.
Model compression: DNNs are over-provisioned, and pruning and quantization are popular
methods to reduce the size of the DNNs. Pruning uses several criteria to make the weights and
activations below a certain threshold to zero [42]. Quantization restricts the bit-width of weights
and activations and represents the values in fixed point [25, 56, 81, 85, 106, 121, 122]. This method
significantly reduces the model size up to 8× for a uniform 4-bit DNN but needs several optimizations
to recover the accuracy. Model compression is an effective method to reduce the model size, and
reduce latency since integer arithmetic on a hardware accelerator is at least 4× faster compared to
floating-point. The bit-width assignment for each layer is still an open problem since different layers
have different sensitivity to bit-width reduction and can reduce the accuracy of the network. We
explore this problem in chapter §5 where we solve the joint problem of bit-width assignment along
with DNN graph splitting for distributed inference on edge and cloud devices.
Quantization
A quantization method converts a floating-point precision into fixed-point and uses fewer bits to
represent the same number. This representation reduces the precision of the represented numbers.
Since the DNNs are over-provisioned and have a lot of redundancy, the accuracy is generally not
affected. This is especially true for computer vision-based DNNs. The DNN quantization requires
consideration of design choices across many verticals. Table 2.3 summarizes those design verticals
and available methods in each of those verticals.
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Table 2.3: Different verticals for considering quantization
Quantization Method When What Bits-Allocation Finetuning
Symmetric PTQ Wgt Only Uniform
Artifically
Generated data
Asymmetric QAT Act Only Mixed-Precision Sample data
- - Wgt +Act - -
DNN quantization need to consider:- i) what quantization method to use, ii) When to apply DNN
quantization, iii) What parameters to apply quantization, iv) how to allocate quantization bits to
selected parameters, and whether to use extra data for fine-tuning and recovering accuracy. It can
be noticed that the number of possibilities quickly explode. Next, we explain each of the design
verticals.
Quantization Method? The quantization methods can be divided into a range based linear quanti-









Figure 2.6: Asymmetric vs Symmetric Quantization methods
In Asymmetric mode, we map the min/max in the float range to the min/max of the integer
range. This is done by using a zero-point in addition to the scale factor. Let’s assume the original
floating point weight tensor to be X f , the quantized tensor to be Xq, the number of bits used for
quantization be n, say n=8, then the quantization range is given by [0,255] as shown in Figure 2.6.
The original floating point range is given by [X f .min(),X f .max()]. Any scalar value x f∈X f can be
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converted to the quantized scalar value xq∈Xq as follows :-
xq=round
(
(x f−X f .min())×
(2n−1)
(X f .max()−X f .min())
)
(2.5a)
=round((x f−X f .min())×scale) (2.5b)
=round(scale×x f−scale×X f .min()) (2.5c)
=round(scale×x f−zero_point) (2.5d)
(2.5e)
The (2.5) shows the asymmetric quantization of x f to xq which requires a scale= 2
n−1
X f .max()−X f .min()
and a zero_point=scale×X f .min(). Note that the zero_point is represented by an integer in the
quantization range whereas the scale is represented by a floating point value.
In Symmetric mode, instead of mapping the exact min/max of the float range to the quantized
range, we choose the maximum absolute value between min/max. In addition, we don’t use a zero-
point. So, the floating-point range we’re effectively quantizing is symmetric with respect to zero, and
so is the quantized range.
xq=round
(






'round(scale×x f ) (2.6c)
In (2.6) the min and max values are replaced with |X f |.max(). The (2.6)(b) shows the conver-
sion which utilizes full range of quantized values. For example, given n=8, then full range will
utilize [−128,127]. The (2.6)(c) shows the restricted range, [−127,127] where the scale=(2n−
1)/|X f |.max().
The symmetric quantization leads to higher speeds but require larger memory and have high
quantization error compared to asymmetric quantization. Image classification quantization is more
robust to quantization errors compared to object detection algorithms.
When to quantize? The quantization process can be applied after the model is trained, called as
Post Training Quantization (PTQ). Another way is to apply quantization while the model is trained
with Quantization Aware Training (QAT). QAT requires re-training of the DNN models and can be
expensive. However, it leads to high compression. For example, for an Imagenet dataset, the PTQ
can take up to '8mins on a GPU when the bit widths are already allocated whereas the QAT can
take up to '8 hrs.
What to quantize? A DNN can have hundreds of layers and for each layer, we can choose to
quantize weights only, activations only and both weights and activations. The weights are known
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offline and can be quantized statically before the DNN inference starts. However, activations are
known during runtime and thus, need to be either scaled down or up to the specified bit widths during
runtime. The symmetric quantization is hardware friendly and the quantization can be calculated
by simply shifting the bits(equivalent to the scale) whereas the range-based quantization requires
multiple operations, reducing the benefit of speed.
Bits-Allocation? One can choose to quantize each layer of the DNN with the same bit-width
(uniform quantization), but it can suffer from accuracy and have less compression than mixed-
precision quantization. This is due to the fact that some layers of the DNN are more sensitive to
quantization than others. For example, in practice even for uniform quantization, the first few layers
are not quantized. A mixed-precision quantization allocates different bit-width to activations and
weights of different layers. This is a hard problem to solve. Suppose a DNN has N layers, and
K∈[1,8] allowed bit-widths to select. Then the total number of bit-width selection is O(K2N) which
is exponential. The “2" term is for weights and activation bit-width selection. The process of PRQ
itself takes '8mins per configuration on a GPU, which can result in years of exploration time.
Fine tuning? The PTQ method can recover accuracy by fine-tuning with sample data from the
same distribution or artificially generating sample data [32]. The most common method is to use the
sample data from the same distribution/training data.
There is a wide range of methods besides quantization used for model compression. These
methods have been proposed to address the prohibitive memory footprint and inference latency/power
of modern NN architectures. They are typically orthogonal to quantization and include techniques
such as knowledge distillation [47], model pruning [23, 44], or combination of pruning, distillation
and quantization [23, 41, 74, 83].
Quantization Aware Training (QAT) requires training data to fine-tune and recover performance
[25, 81]. However, this can be very time-consuming and requires access to the training data, which
may not be possible. The alternative used is the uniform post-training quantization (PTQ) technique
[13, 14, 56, 59, 66, 76, 120] that assigns equal bit-widths to all layers of the DNN. However, it has a
lower compression ratio compared to other methods.
Directly quantizing all DNN layers to low precision can lead to significant accuracy degradation.
Thus Mixed Precision Quantization [17, 32, 105, 108], uses different bit-precision for different
layers. A naive mixed-precision quantization method can be computationally expensive, as the search
space for determining the precision of each layer is exponential in the number of layers. To address
this [105, 108] introduce network architecture search (NAS) and RL-based search algorithms to
explore the configuration space. However, these searching methods are time-consuming, need access
to the original training dataset, and require retraining the model which is expensive and sensitive
to hyperparameters. Alternatively, recent works [17, 32] introduce low-cost mixed-precision post-
training quantization methods, where the bit precision setting is based on the first and second-order
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(Hessian) sensitivity of layers. These methods are currently used for the EDGE-ONLY approach and
assume that the DNN always fits on the edge device.
In the next section, we discuss Dataflow optimizations which are used to improve hardware
utilization and data reuse and reduce latency.
2.2.2 Dataflow
In §1.4 we provided the background for per-layer and cross-layer dataflows. In this section, we first
provide the intuition behind low latency of cross-layer compared to per-layer dataflow followed by

































Figure 2.7: Per-Layer and a Cross-Layer dataflow
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Per-Layer vs Cross-Layer dataflow Figure 2.7 compares the difference in data movement be-
tween per-layer and cross-layer dataflows. The Figure demonstrates two layers, Layer 1 and Layer 2.
Layer 1 has input activation (A0), and output activation (A1). The second layer takes (A1) as input and
generates (A2). Each activation has two tiles t0,t1. In the case of per-layer, the tiles move several times
back and forth between DRAM and SRAM which increases DNN execution latency. The cross-layer
dataflow stores activation tiles on-chip (SRAM) and minimizes data movement. Thus, cross-layer
dataflow may have lower latency than per-layer dataflow but it comes at the cost of high on-chip
memory. The on-chip memory requirement of a cross-layer dataflow can be reduced by reducing the
amount of work done in each stage of the cross-layer dataflow pipeline or in other words making the
pipeline granularity finer.
Prior work [10, 36] have proposed cross-layer dataflows before but have applied it to CONV
based DNNs. Fuse Layer [10] explores fine-grain cross-layer pipelining and only uses 1-D vector
products. Using a 1D vector product requires sacrificing spatial parallelism in the XY dimension. It
only explores channel dimension and spatial reuse of filters. ALLO dataflow from Tangram [36]
explores coarse grain cross-layer pipelining. It uses multiple NN engines to compute alternate pairs
of CONV layers and pipeline two layers at a time. The cross-layer dataflow implementation is closely
tied to the underlying hardware and thus none of the existing works explores the search space of
cross-layer dataflows. In chapter 3 we formally define the taxonomy of cross-layer and provide
methods to explore the search space of cross-layer dataflows.



























Figure 2.8: Mapping of C|K dataflow
Mapping per-layer dataflow to the hardware Figure 2.8 shows an NN engine which is two
dimensional PE array. The DNN accelerator can have several of these NN engines. There has been
a plethora of work exploring dataflow for per-layer [19, 20, 62, 115]. These works largely focus on
inner dataflow and hardware mapping which is part of the hardware.
Earlier works [19] introduced the concept of dataflow based on which data stays stationary on the
hardware. It introduced dataflows such as input stationary, weight stationary, output stationary and
No local reuse. These dataflows only mapped one loop dimension to the PE array in space and other
loop dimensions are executed temporally. [115] showed that such nomenclature is not unique and can
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Figure 2.9: Cloud-Only: Data is transmitted entirely to the cloud where inference is executed.
incorporate multiple dataflows within each category. To avoid confusion, [115] proposed an intuitive
method of naming the mapping strategy. We follow this nomenclature in our thesis. Figure 2.8
demonstrates a C|K mapping strategy. The left loop dimension “C" or channel dimension is mapped
to the rows (X-axis) and the right loop dimension “K" or filters is mapped to the columns (Y-axis) of
the PE array. The Y-dimension of the NN engine flattens the filters Fy×Fx×Ct and executes a new
filter in each column. [62, 115] have shown that this is the best mapping strategy for CONV and
PT layers. However, it can result in poor utilization for DP layers as shown in chapter 3. In general,
LR-CONVs have low MAC operations and data reuse within a layer (per-layer dataflow) and can
benefit from inter-layer data reuse with cross-layer dataflows.
2.3 Distributed Examples
The DNN applications as explained previously in chapter 1, may not fit on the edge device even after
model compression or may lead to a significant accuracy drop. In such cases, the DNN’s need to be
executed with a distributed approach i.e., executing some part of the application on the edge device
and the rest on the cloud device. The Edge cloud partitioning techniques can be broadly categorized
into a) Inference on the cloud b) Cascaded Edge-Cloud Inference c) Multi exit models and d) DNN
graph partitioning techniques.
Cloud-Only A trivial choice is to completely transfer the data to the cloud and let the vast amount
of resources on the cloud do the processing (See Fig. 2.9). A major drawback of this approach is the
lack of privacy as the original data is being transmitted outside the edge device. It can also lead to
high latency, especially for high resolution/size inputs. However, due to its simplicity, this approach
is widely used.
Cascaded edge-cloud inference [117] The task can be broken into multiple sub-tasks (Figure
2.10). It might be possible to run some of these sub-models on edge and only transmit their outputs
to the cloud so the remaining models run on the cloud. For example, in a face recognition system,
the edge model (trained independently) is responsible for face detection only. The detected faces
are cropped and transmitted to the cloud where a separate recognition model (trained separately)
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Figure 2.10: Cascading approach: The example here is license plate recognition where detection
runs on device as it needs less computations. The recognition however requires heavier processing
and runs on the cloud.
Figure 2.11: Multi-exit model: Some features are extracted from the data, and based on some
criteria it is decided if the rest of the model runs on edge or needs to be transferred to the cloud.
Generally, the edge and cloud side models perform the same task, but they have a different size and
therefore different accuracy. The decision criteria tries to evaluate if running the model on edge can
result in an acceptable accuracy, otherwise, the features data are transmitted to the cloud.
matches the incoming faces against a face database. Cascaded edge cloud inference works only when
tasks can be divided into independent sub-tasks. Therefore, this technique is not generic and cannot
be applied to arbitrary AI applications.
Multi-Exit Models Related to our work are progressive-inference/multi-exit models, which are
essentially networks with more than one exit (output node). Figure 2.11 summarizes multi-exit
models. A lightweight model is stored on the edge device and returns the result as long as the
minimum accuracy threshold is met. Otherwise, intermediate features are transmitted to the cloud
to execute a larger model. A growing body of work from both the research [51, 65, 67, 100, 118]
and industry [55, 101] has proposed transforming a given model into a progressive inference
network by introducing intermediate exits throughout its depth. So far the existing works have mainly
explored hand-crafted techniques and are applicable to only a limited range of applications, and
the latency of the result is non-deterministic (may route to different exits depending on the input
data) [100, 123]. Moreover, they require retraining and re-designing DNNs to implement multiple
exit points [65, 100, 118].
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DNN Graph Partitioning : The most closely related works to AUTO-SPLIT are graph-based
DNN splitting techniques [49, 58, 104, 119]. These methods are also the most generic methods for
distributed approach. These methods split a DNN graph into edge and cloud parts to process them
in edge and cloud devices separately. The aim of these techniques to reduce end to end latency
compared to the CLOUD-ONLY approach. They are motivated by the facts that: a) data size of some
intermediate DNN layer is significantly smaller than that of raw input data, and b) transmission
latency is often a bottleneck in end-to-end latency of an AI application. Therefore, in these methods,
the output activations of the edge device are significantly smaller in size, compared to the DNN input
data.
The main idea of these techniques is to obtain a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) from the DNN
where the edges represent the transmission latency estimate in case of a split between two given
nodes. The end to end latency is given by
Ltotal=Ledge+Ltr+Lcloud (2.7a)
The aim of the split solutions is to minimize Ltotal . The split solution creates two DAGs, an
edge DNN which executes on the edge device and its execution latency is given by Ledge. Similarly,
Lcloud is the execution latency of the cloud DNN on the cloud device. The Ltr gives the transmission
latency obtained by transmitting output activations at the split from edge to cloud device. These
techniques obtain a min-cut of the DAG which minimizes Ltotal .
Fig. 2.12 shows a comparison between the existing works and AUTO-SPLIT. Earlier techniques
such as Neurosurgeon [58] look at primitive DNNs with chains of layers stacked one after another
and cannot handle state-of-the-art DNNs which are implemented as complex directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs). Other works such as DADS [49] and QDMP [119] can handle DAGs, but only for floating-
point DNN models. These works require two copies of the entire DNN, one stored on the edge device
and the other on the cloud so that they can dynamically partition the DNN graph depending on the
network speed. Both DADS and QDMP assume that the DNN fits on the edge device which may not
be true especially with the growing demand of adding more and more AI tasks to the edge device.
It is also worth noting that methods such as DADS do not consider inference graph optimizations
such as BatchNorm folding and activation fusions. These methods apply the min-cut algorithm on an
un-optimized graph, which results in a sub-optimal split [119].
Existing works only work for floating-point precision and require two entire copies of DNN, one
stored on the edge device and the other on the cloud, so that they can dynamically partition the DNN
graph depending on the network speed. Both DADS and QDMP assume that the DNN fits on the
edge device which may not be true especially with the growing demand of adding more and more AI
tasks to the edge device (see chapter 1).
Distributed approach with model compression The existing works on edge cloud splitting,
do not consider quantization for split layer identification. We wonder what happens if the model
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Figure 2.12: Different methods of edge-cloud partitioning. Neurosurgeon [58]: handles chains only.
DADS [49]: min-cut on un-optimized DNN. QDMP [119]: min-cut on optimized DNN. All three
use Float models. AUTO-SPLIT explores new search space with joint mixed-precision quantization
of edge and split point identification. BN: Batch norm, R: Relu.
compression techniques could be applied to the edge DNNs in Distributed approach. This can lead to
a faster end to end AI applications as i) the edge DNN will execute faster due to model compression
on the edge device and, ii) mixed-precision quantization also reduces transmission activation latency.
Thus we discuss two ideas i) QDMP→ mixed-precision ii) mixed-precision→ QDMP
To summarize, in this chapter we first covered the basics of deep neural networks (DNN) and the
advances in DNNs which have led to a new class of DNNs based on LR-CONVs. We then covered
the optimizations used in the Edge-Only approach followed by examples of a Distributed approach.
In Edge-Only optimizations, we explained the optimizations used across the DNN stack to
improve application latency and reduce energy. We showed that LR-CONVs lead to compact DNNs
with low MAC operations but still end up with high latency on existing hardware accelerators due to
poor hardware utilization. LR-CONVs also have low data reuse Per-layer and can exploit inter-layer
data reuse with the help of cross-layer dataflows. We also found that the dataflow implementation is
closely tied to the hardware microarchitecture. In the next chapter §3, we define the taxonomy of
cross-layer dataflows followed by the microarchitecture tweaks 4 required to support any cross-layer
dataflow.
In the Distributed approach, we showed that existing DNN graph partitioning approaches are
generic and can be applied to reduce end to end DNN execution latency. However such graph
partitioning approaches assume the entire DNN fit on the edge device which may not be the case.
These methods work for floating-point models only and may benefit from model compression for
edge DNNs. In chapter 5 we propose a new method to jointly compress the edge DNN along with
model splitting. It also considers environment constraints such as edge device memory, network
speed and acceptable accuracy by the user.
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Chapter 3
Composable Pipelined Dataflows for
Low-Rank Convolutions
In this chapter we first start with discussing the motivation for exploring cross-layer dataflows for
LR-CONVs in §3.1. Next in §3.2, we discuss cross-layer dataflow pipelining with our nomenclature
of partial loops with an inverse residual layer example. In the end, we define the taxonomy of
cross-layer dataflows in §3.3.
3.1 Motivation
In this section, we first explore the characteristics of LR-CONV based DNNs in §3.1.1. The LR-
CONV DNNs have low MAC and memory requirement, can be memory bound, and have inter-layer
data reuse. In §3.1.2, we introduce the terminology used by X-Layer and discuss the execution of
partial orders for LR-CONVs in §3.1.3.
We then discuss the challenges of creating cross-layer for LR-CONVs. First, we explain inefficient
mapping of DP layers (§3.1.4). Second, we discuss the need for heterogeneous inner dataflow (§3.1.5)
and, third we explain the need for heterogeneous resource allocation (§3.1.6).
3.1.1 Emerging DNN characteristics
The majority of prior DNN accelerators [1, 19] and dataflow toolflows [62, 115] have targeted spatial
convolutions (CONV). However, state-of-the-art networks (see Imagenet leaderboard [4]) employ low
rank convolutions (LR-CONVs) for their workhorse layers e.g., AmoebaNet [84], RandWire [112],
EfficientNet [99], Mnasnet [98], NasNet [127] and PNasNet [68]. LR-CONV networks have only
one or two layers of CONV and spend 95%+ of the time in LR-CONVs.
Low MAC and Memory requirement for LR-CONVs: A single CONV layer requires 3D
filters to execute. The filter has height, width and channel dimensions. A low-rank convolution has
one or more dimensions reduced for its filters. For example, in a PT the filter size is 1×1×Channels.
Similarly, a Depthwise Convolution (DP) has F×F×1 filter dimensions. In a DNN, multiple LR-
CONV layers can be used to replace a CONV layer. For example, a depth-separable block is
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commonly used in-lieu of CONVs. This is desired since the two LR-CONV blocks combined have
lower MAC and Memory requirements compared to a CONV block. A DP has only “F2" arithmetic
intensity compared to “K" for PT and “K∗F2" for CONV layers.

































Figure 3.1: MAC requirement for LR-CONV vs CONV dominated DNNs. Top-Left is best.

























Figure 3.2: Memory requirement for LR-CONV vs CONV dominated DNNs. Top-Left is best
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Figure 3.1 shows a scatter plot with various CONV and LR-CONV dominated DNNs. The Y-axis
shows the Top-1 Imagenet accuracy and the X-axis shows the MAC(GFLOPS) operations required
by each DNN. The LR-CONV DNNs are amongst the ones with the highest accuracy and require the
least amount of MAC operations. The low MAC operations per layer allow for the accommodating of
deeper layers in the DNN within a given MAC budget, thus increasing the accuracy. For instance, two
comparable DNNs Efficientnet-b3 and Resnet-152 have 81.1% and 78.3% Top-1 Imagenet accuracy
but the LR-CONV DNN has 4× fewer GFLOPs compared to Resnet-152.
Figure 3.2 compares memory requirement for LR-CONV vs CONV based DNNs. The old DNNs
Alexnet and VGG16 require almost 59 MB and 153 MB of memory and have poor Top-1 accuracy
of 43.5% and 71.6%. The Resnet-50 which came after VGG16 introduced skip connections and have
PT layers in them. PT layers along with skip connections allowed Resnet-50 to go 50 layers deep
compared to only 16 layers for VGG16. In spite of having more Layers, Resnet-50 requires 3.4×
less memory compared to VGG16. Resnet-50 did not employ DP layers and were still dominated
by CONV layers. Emerging DNNs such as Efficientnet-b0 has similar Top-1 accuracy of 76.3%
compared to Resnet-50 (71.6%) but requires 2.5× less memory and 10.6× less MAC operations.
Overall LR-CONV dominated DNNs have higher Accuracy/MAC and higher Accuracy/Memory
compared to CONV dominated DNNs.
DP Convolutions are Memory Bound
For LR-CONV DNNs, the DP arithmetic intensity is 18×– 79× less compared to PTs. It is 79× less
for Xception.
In Figure 3.3, we plot the mac (lines) and memory (bars) requirements of low-rank convolution
layers from Mobilenet_v2. Xception employs a sequence of depth separable layers (DS on the
x-axis) and Mobilenet_v2 implements a sequence of inverted residual layers (INV on the x-axis). The
layers are listed in sequence based on where they appear in the network, early, middle and late. We
observe that the “#MACs" is low for DP compared to CONV and PT layers whereas the “Memory"
requirement is similar across adjacent layers. For example, compare DP in “Inv3" with adjacent PT
layers in Mobilenet_v2 to compare the arithmetic intensity (#MAC/Memory). The memory required
for DP is higher than adjacent layers but #MAC is low. This trend can be observed across all Invs
(Inv2–Inv17). For Mobilenet_v2, the arithmetic intensity for DPs is 32× less than PTs.
In chapter 1, Fig. 1.4 lists the analytical expression to compare the arithmetic intensity of CONV
vs DP and PTs. Out of DP and PT, the majority of MAC operations are distributed to PT layers
making DPs memory bound. This leads to under utilization of the mac units [38, 62].
3.1.2 Terminology: Outer and Inner Dataflow
Fig. 3.4 lists the outer and inner dataflow for a PT layer. The pipeline depth of a cross-layer dataflow
is the number of layers which are executed simultaneously. The CONV, DP and PT layers have up to
seven loop dimensions which are split into outer and inner loops. To pipeline several layers, X-Layer
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Figure 3.3: Mobilnet_v2(top) and Xception(bottom): Breakdown of #MACs (line) and memory
required per layer (bars). Inverted residual (Inv) : PT→DP→PT. Depth-separable (DS): (DP→PT).
The numbers suggest layer index, e.g., Inv3 implies third inverted residual layer
fuses the outer loops to create a single outer-dataflow (“Fused Outer(), XYKC") and synchronizes
several inner-dataflows (“Inner(), KCXY") to execute simultaneously. Each pipeline stage executes
a single layer and the pipeline synchronization is controlled by the loop order of outer loops. The
sliding window of SRAM along with the inner loop order controls the amount of work done in each
pipeline stage before synchronization.
Timeloop [79] schedules a single outer dataflow and a single inner dataflow for a single layer. On
the other hand, X-Layer creates concurrent pipelines for multiple layers where the outer dataflow
is fused together to generate a single outer dataflow for all layers. The multiple inner dataflows are
synchronized to execute simultaneously. We explain it in detail later §3.3.1.
The outer dataflow loads the data from DRAM in tiles to on-chip SRAM. X-Layer, loop order
and blocking parameters (Xb,Yb,Cb,Kb) of outer dataflow in a stage control: i) the minimum on-chip
memory required for each pipelined layer stage, ii) the synchronization granularity between layers
and how often data is moved between them, and iii) the data reuse across layers and how long data is
held on-chip before being consumed by a subsequent stage. The inner dataflow controls the loading
of data from on-chip SRAM to the neural network (NN) engine. Essentially, it is expressing the
convolution as a collection of NN operations on fixed tiles (Xt ,Yt ,Ct ,Kt). The inner dataflow (“Inner(),
KCXY") is synonymous to several dataflows discussed in previous literature [19, 20, 62, 115].
However, prior work in cross-layer used the same inner dataflow for both outer and inner [10, 36]
dataflow. This is sub-optimal for LR-CONVs as we discuss in § 3.1.5. Finally, the “hardware, C|K,
Weight Stationary" controls the execution of the Neural Network (NN) engine. While we have shown
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B # Batch
X,Y Activation Width and Height
C # Activation Channels
K # Filters
Fx,Fy Filter Width and Height
b DRAM→SRAM Blocking parameters. Also determines size of On-chip
buffer params
t Tiling parameters. Controls how on-chip buffer is processed in tiles by
the grid-based neural engine.
P Partial order completion of loops. See § 3.1.3.
for batches : # unroll
for x in (0:X:Xb)
  for y in (0:Y:Yb)
    for k in (0:K:Kb)
      for c in (0:C:Cb)
          SRAM(Act,Wgt)
Cb
xb
Fused Outer()   
for k in (0:Kb:Kt )
  for c in (0:Cb:Ct )
    for x in (0:Xb:Xt)
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the PT layer in a cross-layer.
the hardware as loops for clarity, the actual execution is directly controlled by the hardware. Two or
more dimensions are unrolled in the hardware depending on the underlying hardware.
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3.1.3 Partial-order (“p") pipelines for LR-CONV
Low-rank convolutions provide opportunity to create finer-grain pipelines with higher degree of
concurrency, and more inter-layer reuse than spatial convolutions.
This is a key design parameter unexplored by prior work. The superscript “p" indicates that a
loop dimension is partially executed before synchronizing with the next stage in a cross-layer. Note
that p and b serve orthogonal roles in the dataflow. b determines the tile dimension being loaded from
the DRAM. The parameter p impacts multiple factors: i) it specifies the tile of inter-layer activations
retained on-chip and captures the producer-consumer locality. ii) it determines the synchronization
granularity between pipelined layers and the computational parallelism within a layer.
CONV Pipelines (e.g., Alexnet)
PT DP








All channels and filters
=1*1 Filter 
Figure 3.5: Cross-layer for CONVs vs LR-CONVs.
CONVs dependencies restrict parameter p. Cross-layer dataflows for CONVs [10] do not (and
cannot) explore K p and Cp [36]. Figure 3.5 illustrates a state-of-the-art [10] X pY pKC dataflow for
CONV→CONV→CONV . Filter and Channels need to be completed before kickstarting the next
stage; only X ,Y dimensions can be partially executed and even that has been fixed due to hardware
constraints (e.g., Alwani et al. [10] only explored X=Y=1).
An LR-CONV based pipeline, allows for a finer-grain pipeline (X pY pK pC). It needs to calculate
only partial activations and filters in all stages. The figure shows an inverted residual layer, i.e.,
PT→DP→PT . The first stage (PT), needs to execute only one loop dimension completely, channels.
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The second stage DP has a dedicated filter per input channel, all dimensions can be executed partially
in Stage 2 of the pipeline. In stage 3, the partial input activation (Xb×Yb×Cb) can convolve with all
filters with partial channels (Kb,1×1×Cb).
The “p" factor controls 1) the amount of locality in a dimension, 2) on-chip SRAM and, 3) layer
synchronization time. The lack of “p" factor is equivalent to p=Completedimension. For example, a
p=1 implies no locality, and frequent synchronization, whereas p=Completedimension or absence
of p factor indicate maximum per-layer locality with maximum SRAM overhead.
Depth-separable layers (DP→PT) permit X pY pCp and CpX pY p. This is due to the fact that, a DP
layer has no filter dimension to unroll. Thus, unlike CONV layer, a partial computation of an input
activation X pY pCp leads to an output activation which can be further processed by next layers.
3.1.4 Inefficient Mapping of DP layer
Figure 3.6 shows the “C|K" mapping strategy for a CONV and DP layer. In a “C|K" mapping strategy,
the input channels (C) are fed to the rows of the NN engine and the filters (K) are fed to the columns
of the NN engine. In a CONV layer, the input activation is reused across all filters. For example, the
input channel Ci=0 convolves with C=0 of all filters (K={0,1,2}). Thus in the given example, a
CONV layer has a 100% MAC utilization.
In case of a DP layer, each channel has a dedicated filter i.e., the input channel Ci=0 convolves
with C=0 of a single filter (K=0). Thus, DP layer has minimal input activation reuse. This also
leads to poor hardware utilization. We ran Mobilenet [110] using row stationary dataflow ( [19])
on [87] and found the mac utilization of '7%. Similarly for Mobilenet, [38] reported that though
DP layers are few in number it took '100% of the runtime. When DP layers were executed on CPU
instead, it took 18% of runtime. In another study [5], it was reported that a CONV layer executes
faster on edge TPU compared to an equivalent depth separable layer (DP + PT) with same input
and output activation dimensions. The CONV layer had 173 million MACs compared to 24 million
MACs for depth separable layers (DP: 5 million, PT: 24 million). The reason is due to the severe
underutilization of edge TPU for LR-CONVs.
DP is Memory bound: Since input activation reuse is reduced in DP layers, it is also memory
bound. For LR-CONV DNNs, the DP arithmetic intensity is 18×– 79× less compared to PTs. It is
79× less for Xception.
Since, LR-CONVs have low arithmetic intensity and data reuse within a layer, it can make use of
inter-layer data reuse through produces consumer data movement. This makes cross-layer dataflows
lucrative. In the next section, we explore the search space of cross-layer dataflows.
3.1.5 Heterogeneous Inner Dataflow
A cross-layer dataflow needs to vary the inner dataflow for each LR-CONV layer in the pipeline. For

































Figure 3.6: CONV vs DP layer C|K mapping strategy
7% for DP layers (also observed by [38, 62]). Even for the same layer type in a cross-layer, different
stages of the pipeline require heterogeneous hardware resources.
Fig. 3.7 illustrates the mapping of hardware loops “hardware()" onto a neural network (NN)
engine. A C|K mapping maps every channel(C) to row and filters(K) to the columns of the NN engine.
A C|K mapping [1,62,115] is optimal for CONV/PT layers. However, performs poorly for DP layers.
In the case of DP layers with one channel per filter, only the diagonal MACs will be utilized. Unlike,
PT or CONV, a DP maps best with Fy|YC [20], i.e., Fy filters as rows and Y,C width and channels as
columns of the NN engine. This maximizes input reuse for DP layers.
Thus for optimal performance, a cross-layer pipeline needs to map different inner dataflows
to a shared hardware engine. As we discuss in Section 3.2 this leads to both changes in the data
storage format as it passes between the layers and requires hardware support for line buffers. Prior








































Figure 3.7: Mapping LR-CONVs to hardware. Left shows C|K dataflow for PT layer (Fx=Fy=1).
Right shows Fy|Y with channel replication for DP layers.
3.1.6 Heterogeneous Resource Allocation
In Figure 3.3, we plot the mac and memory requirements of low-rank convolution layers from
Mobilenet_v2. Xception employs a sequence of depth separable layers (DS on the x-axis) and
Mobilenet_v2 implements a sequence of inverted residual layers (INV on the x-axis). The layers are
listed in sequence based on where they appear in the network, early, middle and late.
In MobileNet_v2 inverted residual layer (PT→ DP→ PT), the first layer (PT) is expansion layer
and is used to increase feature dimensions. It always has higher filters and mac operations than the
third layer (PT) which is used as a linear bottleneck. In inverted residual networks, the number of
channel dimensions across layers is narrow→ wide→ narrow. Notice, “Inv2", within an Inverted
residual layer, the same layer type PT can vary significantly in MAC and memory between the first
PT and the second PT.
In Xception, the depth separable layers have a large number of filters in the late layer and require
a large output activation buffer size. The partial product of PT output activation buffer grows along
the filter dimension. However, the DP input activation (IFM) buffer size can be small. CONV and
LR-CONV vary in their pipeline depth. For instance, due to accumulation and addition of partial
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products, adjacent CONV layers can only be pipelined to two stages whereas an inverted residual
layer (PT→ DP→PT) can be pipelined to three stages.
A high-performance cross-layer dataflow will require different resource allocation for inner
dataflows of each layer based on the DNN needs. The resources imply different available mac units
and inner dataflow tile sizes for different layers.
3.2 Inverted Residual Layer: A Cross-Layer Example
In this section we first illustrate the execution model of a three-layer fine-grain cross-layer dataflow
§3.2.1. In §3.2.2, we explain all the data transformations, the key technique necessary to achieve a
fine-grain cross-layer dataflow.
3.2.1 Pipeline Overview
Fig. 3.9 illustrates an inverted residual (INV) layer, which is the workhorse of many state-of-the-
art DNNs (e.g., EfficientNet, Mnasnet1_0, and Mobilenet_v2). INV blocks are 3-layer pipelines
consisting of PT→DP→PT . The dataflow we explore is labelled as X pY pK pC−3 in our terminology
(which we elaborate on in the next section). The X, Y, K, C orders refer to the loop orders of the
outer dataflow in the first stage of the pipeline. ‘=3" indicates the depth of the pipeline and “p"
indicate the loops that are executed partially in each stage of the pipeline prior to synchronizing with
the next stage. Only the first stage includes an outer dataflow and controls the feed rate through the
pipeline. However, every stage can independently set its own inner dataflow. Stage 1: The PT layer
executes X ,Y,K dimensions partially whereas all channels are executed completely. With X pY pK pC,
stage 1 synchronizes once channel loop are complete. The block of data read from the DRAM to
SRAM is controlled using hyper-parameters Xb,Yb,Kb and Cb. Stage 2: The stage 2 shown here
implements a fine-grain X pY pCp inner dataflow. There are minimal dependencies to the adjacent
stage and DPs can synchronize and stream a tile of [Xt ,Yt ,Ct] as soon as it is generated (unlike the
PT). It independently parameterize its inner dataflow with hyper-parameters Xt ,Yt ,Ct . The hardware
mapping can also be different, with Fy|YC vs C|K for stage 1. (see § 3.1 for why this works best for
DP). Stage 3: The third and final PT layer implements a X pY pCK inner dataflow, i.e., all filters and
channels are completed before the partial output activations are stored off-chip for the next block.
Since all dimensions of C,K are executed their order does not matter. Once they are complete, the
layer streams the sliding window back to the DRAM.
3.2.2 Data transformations in pipeline
Fig. 3.10 shows the transformations on the activations as it passes between the layers. The input
activation is a 3D array [C][X ][Y ] stored in DRAM as flattened array in CXY format, where C is the
outer most dimension and Y is the inner-most dimension. Stage 1: The outer dataflow in PT loads
the data on-chip in groups of [Cb][Xb][Yb]. The Transposer 1 transposes the streaming activations
and stores it as tiles of [Xt ][Ct ][Yt ]. The inner dataflow spatially unrolls the channels 2 and each
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Figure 3.8: X-Layer tool flow. C= CONV layers
def outer(Xb,Yb,Cb,Kb,Xt,Yt,Ct,Kt):
 for b in range(0,B,b):
   for x in range(0,X,Xb):
     for y in range(0,Y,Yb):
       for k in range(0,K,Kb):
         for c in range(0,C,Cb):
            act =  SRAM[Xb,Yb,Cb]
            wgt = SRAM[Kb,Cb]
            output = inner_ckxy(act,wgt)
         SYNC
         SEND output[Xt,Yt,Ct]
def inner(Xt,Yt,Ct):
  for x in range(0, X, Xt):
     for y in range(0, Y, Yt):
       for c in range(0, C, Ct):
    SYNC
          act = RECV[x:x+Xt][y:y+Yt][c:c+Ct]
            wgt=SRAM[Ct]
            output = fyY_hw(Xt,Yt,Ct)
     SYNC 
     SEND output[Xt,Yt,Ct]                     
   
def inner(Xt,Yt,Ct,Kt):
  for x in range(0,X,Xt):
     for y in range(0,Y,Yt):
        for c in range(0,C,Ct):
           for k in range(0,K,Kt):
               SYNC
               act = RECV[x:x+Xt][y:y+Yt][c:c+Ct]
               wgt = SRAM[Kt,Ct]
                output = ck_hw(act,wgt)
       SYNC      
   DRAM [Xt,Yt,Kt]
Stage 1: PT Stage 2: DP Stage 3: PT(Outer:  XpYpKpC) (Inner:  XpYpCp) (Inner:  XpYpCK)
Figure 3.9: A cross-layer dataflow example for a an Inverted Residual Layer. The cross-layer dataflow
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Figure 3.10: The Execution Model of a cross-layer Inverse Residual Layer. Please read in color.
channel is fed to the rows of the C|K mapped NN engine. The Xt is unrolled in time. The output of
stage 1 is stored in on-chip SRAM 3 and Stage 2 cannot start until all channels are executed in
Stage 1. Stage 2: The Stage 2 streams the activation data from on-chip SRAM and transposes 4 the
data on the fly from [Xt ][Ct ][Yt ] to [Ct ][Xt ][Yt ]. This transformation is necessary to map onto hardware
engines with Fy|YC mapping (see § 3.1 for why this works best for DP). The Ct is spatially unrolled
and Yt is fed to the columns of the NN engines. Stage 3: The transposer 5 then transforms the data
back to [Ct ][Xt ][Yt ] for C|K mapping of the stage 3 PT layer. Unlike the first stage of the pipeline, the
same input activation tile is broadcast 6 to all the NN engines. Finally, the partial output activation
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in [Xt ][Ct ][Yt ] format is transposed 7 to [Ct ][Xt ][Yt ] format and grouped together to write data to
DRAM.
3.3 X-Layer: Design space and Taxonomy
In this section, we elaborate on the design space of cross-layer. In the next section, we elaborate
on the microarchitecture and DNN accelerator. Existing compilers for DNNs (e.g., Tensorflow and
TVM) fuse operations such as BatchNorm folding and activation functions with convolutions (we do
not illustrate such layers in our figure further). We organize this section as follows: i) We discuss how
X-Layer schedules various DNN layers onto the underlying hardware. ii) §3.3.1 creates a taxonomy
of cross-layer dataflows.
DNN block pipeline: X-Layer partitions a DNN graph into several composite blocks. A block is a
pipeline of DNN layers without any conditional branches (Fig. 3.8). Each block is then scheduled
using scheduling primitives we create for cross-layer. Layers within a block are pipeline parallelized
onto the underlying hardware. The end-to-end DNN is topologically sorted and blocks are serially
executed on the underlying hardware. Within each block, the schedule can be chosen between the
cross-layer dataflow implementations as shown in Figure 3.8. The number of layers per block can be
larger than the pipeline depth feasible in the hardware, in such cases, the scheduler needs to implicitly
split up blocks. For instance, in the case of a maximum pipeline depth of two, a PT-DP-PT block can
be scheduled as PT→DP−PT or PT−DP→PT . In a nutshell, a block needs to: i) capture enough
producer-consumer locality within the pipelined layers to improve performance, ii) capture enough
pipeline parallelism for improving end-to-end latency, and iii) include layers without enough macs to
keep the hardware utilized.
Hyperparameters: Table 3.1 shows the hyper-parameters for a DNN. It includes the buffer parame-
ters (“b") for the outer-dataflow which control the amount of data movement between the layers and
from the layers to the DRAM. Each layer of the pipeline has tiling parameters (“t") which controls the
tile size used to execute the inner dataflow on the underlying hardware. It also includes the number
of NN engines dedicated to each layer for the computation of each pipeline stage.
The cross-layer DNN block schedule is statically selected during the compile-and-mapping
time. The X-Layer exploration tool then profiles the hyper-parameters to select the most optimal
hyper-parameters for a design point. The selected hyper-parameters are used to allocate resources to
each stage of the pipeline. At runtime, the allocated resource impact the latency of each stage of the
pipeline and correlates with the end-to-end pipeline throughput.
X-LAYER Exploration: The main challenge for a cross-layer dataflow is the large search space.
Prior work [10, 36] fixed the dataflow and the underlying hardware. As elaborated in §3.1.5 the
arithmetic intensity and reuse can vary between two convolution layers in the same block (e.g.,
different PTs in a DNN block). To explore the large design space of hyper-parameters we first
develop a cycle-accurate simulator (details in Section 4.2) to provide an estimation of end-to-end
latency and on-chip SRAM requirements. We then rely on a genetic algorithm NSGA-II [75] to find
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Systolic_engine C|K, Fy|Y with channel replication












First Layer: Outer Dataflow
Xb,Yb 7 — 224
Cb,Kb 3 — 900
For each Layer: Inner Dataflow
Xt ,Yt 7 — 224
Kt 1 — 900
Ct 3 — 900
# 7×7 engines 1 — 14
optimal design points. NSGA-II is a multi-objective optimization framework based on evolutionary
algorithms. In NSGA-II, we need to define i) objective function, ii) constraints, iii) parameter
search space. In our case, the objective function is the minimization of latency and on-chip memory.
The constraint function is the total amount of mac units (which is equal to 16, 7×7 NN Engines)
and the total on-chip memory. The parameter search space (Table 3.2) provides the limits of each
hyper-parameter to explore the design space of cross-layer dataflows.
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3.3.1 Taxonomy and search space of cross-layer
In this section, we systematically categorize the universe of cross-layer dataflows. Table3.3 summa-
rizes the qualitative differences between the different cross-layer dataflows. For a CONV pipeline,
only X pY pKC can pipeline beyond two layers (2+). Any other loop order restricts the pipeline depth
to a maximum depth of two. For a pipeline depth of two, the loop order restricts the number of layers
which can be partially executed in each stage. This restriction is due to the CONV algorithm. Any
loop dimension which comes after a channel (C) need to be executed fully. This implies, the possible
loop orders for the first layer is X pY pK pC, X pY pKC, K pCXY , and CKXY . Most activations’ and
filters’ height and width are square in shape. Thus, the order of X , Y does not matter. The Fx,Fy can
be ignored as it does not impact latency.
CKXY runs each loop dimension in a layer to completion and is similar to a single layer that
retains all activations on-chip (requires a large amount of SRAM). Both CKXY and K pCXY are
coarse-grain dataflows requiring a large amount of SRAM, since the large C, X and Y are complete
dimensions. X pY pKC and X pY pCK are medium grain dataflows and their performance depends on
the p factor since K and C loop dimensions run to completion like in a single layer. Prior work [10]
(Listing 3) chose sub-optimal p=1 and gave up X-Y parallelism and locality leading to moderate
performance.
Given four-loop dimensions X ,Y,K,C, there can be (4!)depth possible cross-layer pipelined
dataflows. However, many of these dataflows overlap in characteristics and we constrain the universe
based on the following observations: i) Order of XY does not matter: Most DNNs have square
activations and kernels. ii) Loop order does not matter, for complete dimensions within a layer:
The order of complete dimensions does not impact individual layers. For instance, X pY pKC and
X pY pCK will have a similar latency, since in both cases stage throughput is the same.
Stage 1 outer dataflow determines sliding window: In a cross-layer dataflow, the loop order
in stage 1 of the pipeline controls the slidinw window processed on-chip, and has first order effect on
latency and on-chip SRAM. Hence, we group all possible dataflows with the same stage 1 dataflow
together. For example, in Fig. 3.9, the cross-layer dataflow used was X pY pK pC→X pY pCp→X pY pCK.
There are many possible loop orders for second and third layers. We categorize all those dataflows
into X pY pK pC dataflow.
Table 3.3: Design space of cross-layer dataflows.
Layer depth
CONV LR-CONV Granularity On-chip SRAM Latency
X pY pK pC 2 2, 3 Fine Low Low
X pY pKC 2+ 2+ Medium Depends p Depends p
K pCXY 2 2, 3 Coarse High Low
CKXY 2 2, 3 Coarse High High
X pY pCp (DP-only) - 2 Fine Low Low
CpX pY p (DP-only) - 2 Fine Low Low
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3.3.2 Memory Requirement for Cross-Layer dataflows
To understand the granularity of the cross-layer dataflows in Table 3.3, we qualitatively discuss the
on-chip memory requirements of four major cross-layer dataflows in Figure 3.11). The K pCXY−3
uses same outer dataflow as Tangram [36] and X pY pKC−3 represents Fused-Layer [10]. The Figure
illustrates the memory requirements for pipelining Inverted residual layers. The inverted residual
layer is the workhorse layer in Mobilenet_v2 and is a composite layer consisting of three stages
of convolution PT→DP→PT. Changes to the loop order and blocking in the outer layer dataflow
influences the following: a) the size and shape of on-chip buffers required for holding the activation
and weights for all layers in the pipeline (Layer Buffering in Figure 3.11) b) the size of the partial
layers to be retained on-chip for subsequent layers. The loop blocking parameters affect the size of
activations that need to be convolved before the next layer can start. Thus loop blocking influences the
delay a subsequent stage has to wait before kickstarting; this directly impacts the overall throughput.
The “Pipeline timing column" column shows the size of activations that need to be computed in
each stage of the pipeline which associates with the wait time in each stage of the pipeline. Each
row in the table (Figure 3.11) corresponds to the outer-dataflow selected for the first stage in the
pipeline, stage1-PT. For a batch size of one, the activations have three dimensions (3D) - X, Y, and
C, whereas the filters have four dimensions (4D) which are flattened into 2D by merging Fx×Fy×C.
The color shades is a qualitative indication of the hardware overhead, either on-chip buffering or
pipeline initiation latency. Green being most optimized i.e., hardware required is independent of loop
dimensions.
Observations: It can be noticed that CKXY−3 requires the largest amount of on-chip memory,
since, 2 out of 3 activation layers need to be completely stored on-chip (DP,PT 2). The reason
being that when channels (C) are the outermost loops, the CONV/PT algorithm requires entire
channel completion before kickstarting the next layer. Similarly, K pCXY−3 (Tangram) is also a
coarse-grain pipeline and requires high on-chip memory for storing activations on-chip. X pY pKC−3
(Fused-Layer) is a fine-grain pipeline, but due to the trade-off of being able to pipeline any number
of layers, it has to store all filters on-chip for every stage. Thus, it ends up requiring high on-chip
memory for filters. X-Layer dataflow, X pY pK pC makes the trade-off of limiting pipeline depth to
three layers. Due to this trade-off, it is a finer-grain pipeline compared to other dataflows and requires






























PT-1 DP PT-2 PT-2 Partial Output
XpYpKpC-3
act Yb * Xb * Cb Yb * Xb * K1b Yb * Xb * K1b Yb * Xb * K2
wgt K1b * Cb K1b * Fx* Fy K2b * K1b -
XpYpKC-3
act Yb * Xb* Cb Yb * Xb * K1 Yb * Xb * K1 Yb * Xb * K2
wgt K1 * Cb K1 * Fx* Fy K2b * K1 -
KpCXY-3
act Y * X * Cb Y * X * K Y * X * K1 Y * X * K2
wgt K1b * Cb K1b * Fx* Fy K2b * K1b -
CKXY-3
act Yb * Xb * Cb Y * X * K Y * X * K1 Y * X * K2
wgt K1 * Cb K1 * Fx* Fy K2b * K1 -
Stage 1 Work Stage 2 Work Stage 3 Work
Yb * Xb * C Yb * Xb* K1b Yb * Xb * K1b
K1b* C K1b * Fx* Fy  K2 *K1b 
Yb * Xb * C Yb * Xb* K1 Yb * Xb * K1
K1 * C K1 * Fx* Fy  K2 * K1
Y * X * C Y * X * K1 Y * X * K1
K1b * C K1b * Fx* Fy K2 * K1b
Y * X * C Y * X * K1 Y* X * K1
K1 * C K1 * Fx* Fy K2 * K1
Good - 1D Bad - 2D Worst - 3DBest - partial
On-chip Memory Pipeline Timing
Fx
Fy
Stage-1  Stage-2  Stage-3  
DRAM
Figure 3.11: On chip memory requirement for various Cross-Layer dataflows, for Inverse Residual
Layers. Layer Buffering indicates on-chip memory required in each pipeline stage. Pipeline Timing
indicate the size of activations required to be computed in each pipeline stage. -1D, -2D, -3D implies





In this chapter we first discuss the cross-layer microarchitecture in §4.1 followed by a comprehensive
evaluation of the cross-layer dataflows in §4.2.
4.1 X-Layer Architecture
X-Layer’s microarchitecture is a grid-based domain-specific accelerator targeting DNNs. The accel-
erator is composed of L-Bricks, T-Bricks, and M-Bricks arranged in a configurable grid.
Fig. 4.1 provides an overview of X-Layer microarchitecture. The hardware is a 4×4 grid of
L-Bricks connected via a two-dimensional mesh. The T-Bricks are also organized as a separate mesh
and super-imposed on the L-Brick mesh to handle inter-layer communication. The periphery of the
L-Bricks is connected to M-Bricks which store the activation, weight and partial product tiles. Each
L-Brick operates as a 7×7 systolic weight stationary NN engine (7: largest filter size).
The hardware microarchitecture is capable of supporting both C|K (for PT and CONV) and Fy|YC
(for DP) like Eyeriss-v2 [20]. The M-Brick provides a programmable DMA. They are configured
based on the blocking parameters of the outer dataflow. The M-Bricks also control the incoming
DRAM burst (512 bit i.e., 64 8-bit activations) across multiple SRAM tiles which are collectively
supplied to the tensor required by L-Bricks. For example, for a CONV layer, an M-Brick stores
Yb∗Cb in each SRAM bank and every SRAM bank stores X dimension.
Fig. 4.1 shows the mapping of an inverted residual layer, PT1(in blue), DP(in green) and PT2(in
red) are mapped to the hardware. Filters move top to bottom. Activations move either from left
to right or top to bottom. Higher X p and Y p improves filter reuse and minimizes block loading
overhead. For example, a PT layer with X pY pK pC dataflow and C|K hardware mapping will hold
filter stationary in L-Bricks for all X p×Y p.
T-Bricks are the key architectural motif required to support cross-layer dataflows. They are used
for three purposes: i) to forward the data to the next L-Brick through lightweight SRAM queues, 2)






































Figure 4.1: The grid-style architecture of X-Layer.
5 in Fig. 3.10), and 3) to apply partial adds ( 7 in Fig. 3.10) and activation functions such as ReLU
operations prior to serialization to the DRAM. The pipeline requires the following transformations i)
moving from PT to DP (e.g., inv. residual layers) the hardware has to convert the activation tensor
from XCY→CXY tensor format. ii) when moving from DP to PT (e.g., depth separable) we perform
the reverse conversion from CXY→XCY .
The T-Bricks between layers are composed of a series of line buffers to transform as well as
buffer the multi-dimensional tensor data as it passes through layers. The core hardware in T-Brick
is the multiple-input multiple-output queue (MIMO Queue). The MIMO queue is composed of a
set of parameterized single-ported line buffers that work in concert to change data format between
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Figure 4.2: Overview of T-Brick (trasposer)
L-Bricks. As shown in Fig. 4.2, T-Brick spatially merges data available at the head of multiple
streams into a single vector. Here it performs the reverse conversion from XCY to CXY dataflow
storage by combining the head elements of the line buffers. T-Brick is also equipped with ALUs to
perform the activation functions such as ReLU before sending the data to the next L-Brick layer.
T-Brick implicitly infers the physical wire widths and connections from the tensor type of the stage
layers.
4.2 Quantitative Insights and Evaluation
In this section, we first explain the Experimental set-up and then run comprehensive experiments on
cross-layer dataflow exploration step by step. Table 4.1 organizes the results and shows the questions
we answer with each experiment. Figure 4.8 summarizes the decisions prior state of the art cross-layer
dataflows and X-Layer make for Dataflow, partial loop orders, Pipeline depth, Hardware mapping
and size of NN engines. We explain these trade-offs in detail in §4.3.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
For end-to-end DNN evaluation, we implement the X-layer architecture on Amazon F1 FPGAs.
The FPGA results enabled us to validate functional simulation of our cycle-accurate model used
by X-Layer to explore design space. The bandwidth for data transmission from off-chip to on-chip
memory was 16 Mbps. We noticed that the performance of X-Layer found dataflows improves further
as the bandwidth reduces. X-Layer convolution accelerator is a 4×4 grid of sixteen convolution
engines. Each convolution engine (NN engine) organizes multiply-and-accumulate in a 7×7 grid,
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with 64 bytes of local register file. This mimics an engine which is '15 size of an Eyeriss engine [20].

















































































































Figure 4.3: Total Memory used for LR-CONVs vs CONVs and FC. Benchmarks are sorted in order
of Top-1 accuracy shown as points on Second Y-axis.!: Suite we study.
We selected six DNNs that make extensive use of LR-CONVs and are leaders in accuracy(Fig. 4.3).
Three are based on inverted residual layers, namely Efficientnet-b0 (56.6% pipelined layers), Mo-
bilenet_v2 (96.2%) and Mnasnet1_0 (94.3%). Two are based on depth-separable layers Mobilenet
(93%) and Xception (90.7%). One benchmark is CONV based, Resnet-50 (59%). The percentages
indicate the number of layers which execute a cross-layer dataflow out of all layers in a DNN. We
schedule three-layer dataflow for Inverted residual layer based DNNs and two-layer dataflow for
depth separable and CONV based DNNs. Table 4.1 organizes the results.
Table 4.1: Evaluation Organization
§ 4.2.2. Fig 4.4 § 4.2.3.Fig. 4.5 § 4.2.4.Fig. 4.6
Pipeline 2-stage DP→PT 3-stage PT→DP→PT 1- vs 2- vs 3-stage
Dataflow
Outer: CpX pY p-2, X pY pCp-2 Outer: X pY pK pC−3, X pY pKC−3, Outer: X pY pK pC−3,
Inner: XYCK,CKXY } K pCXY−3, CKXY−3 X pY pKC−3,−2,−1
DNN Xception Mobilenet_v2 Mobilenet_v2 & Resnet-50
Study Which outer and inner is best? Outer granularity? Partial Layers? Best Pipeline depth?
4.2.2 Cross-layer for 2-stage depth-separable
Qualitative summary: Outer dataflow with X-Y outer loops enable finer-grain dataflow that mini-
mizes the temporal distance between adjacent layers. This promotes quicker reuse, improves perfor-
mance and requires lower SRAM
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Qualitative summary: Inner dataflow XYKC achieves best tradeoff between latency and on-chip
memory. It improves the performance of the critical PT and CONV stages.
Result 1: Given large on-chip SRAM (4 MB), the fine-grain X pY pCp-2 (outer loops X-Y) is 1.3×
faster than coarse-grain CpX pY p-2 (outer loops C).
Result 2: Constrained by smaller on-chip SRAM (256KB), the fine-grain X pY pCp-2 is 4.3× faster
than coarse-grain CpX pY p-2.
Result 3: For same outer dataflow X pY pCp-2, the inner dataflow XY KC requires 1.55× less on-chip
memory compared to CKXY .
Study: Fine-grain (XY) vs Coarse-grain (C/K) outer dataflow: The major difference between
coarse-grain CpX pY p-2 and a fine-grain X pY pCp-2 is the impact of on-chip SRAM. Having channel
(C) vs (XY ) as the outermost loop affects the amount of inter-layer activations. The coarse-grain
CpX pY p-2 requires entire inter-layer activations to be stored on-chip whereas the fine-grain X pY pCp-
2 requires only partial activations. For edge devices with lower on-chip memory, this has first-order
impact on performance of coarse-grain. As, the on-chip memory becomes lesser the performance
gap between fine-grain and coarse-grain increases further. For a 256KB of on-chip memory, the
fine-grain X pY pCp-2 is 4.3× faster than coarse-grain CpX pY p-2.
Figure 4.4: Cross-layer for Xception. 2-stage pipelines.
Study: Inner dataflow, XYKC vs CKXY? (Outer dataflow is fixed): We find that even for
a fixed outer dataflow X pY pCp-2, inner dataflow XY KC requires 2040 KB of on-chip memory
compared to 3150KB for CKXY , even though they achieve the same latency. In a depth-separable
(DP→PT), the PT is the critical stage. Given sufficient on-chip SRAM, multiple inner dataflows can
achieve similar performance on PTs. However, due to the interaction with outer dataflows, different
inner dataflows require different amounts of on-chip SRAM.
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Study: Prior cross-layer dataflows: Note that prior dataflows [10, 36] cannot execute LR-
CONVs as it is. We generously re-implemented their dataflows to support depth-separable layers.
Tangram would implement (C=1)XY -2 outer dataflow which results in a coarse-grain dataflow. It is
the worst-performing dataflow for depth-separable layers. Similarly, fused-Layer would implement
medium-grain X pY pC-2, which executes all channels before starting stage-2 of the pipeline.
4.2.3 Cross-layer for 3-stage inverse-residual
Qualitative summary: Partial loop dimensions provide finer control over computation in each layer
of the pipeline. Thus a dataflow with more partial dimensions performs well over a wider range of
on-chip SRAM sizes.
Qualitative summary: When XY is selected as the outermost loop it leads to many dataflows
with >=2 loop dimensions being partially executed. The following is relative ordering of dataflow
with best latency and on-chip SRAM tradeoffs: X pY pK pC(best)−−−X pY pKC−−−K pCXY−−−
CKXY (worst).
Qualitative summary: With K/C dataflows, K pCXY -3, and CKXY -3. In the first dataflow only filter
dimension is partially executed whereas in the second dataflow no dimension is partially executed,
hence, it leads to a coarse-grain dataflow with high on-chip memory requirements.
Result 1: When on-chip SRAM is limited, fine-grain (X pY pK pC-3) achieves 1000× speedup over
coarse-grain (K pCXY -3, and CKXY -3).
Result 2: While achieving similar performance, the finest-grain X pY pK pC-3 requires 11.7× and
2.1× less on-chip memory compared to coarse-grain CKXY -3 and medium-grain X pY pKC-3.
1 2
Figure 4.5: Cross-layer for Mobilenet_v2. 3-stage pipelines.
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Figure 4.6: Mobilenet_v2(Top) and Resnet-50(Bottom).
Figure 4.5 studies latency vs on-chip SRAM. There are two benefits of fine-grain dataflow: 1
They exhibit a wider performance band over different SRAM sizes (see X pY pK pC-3, X pY pKC-
3). Coarse-grain is highly sensitive to the amount of memory and experiences a sharp drop in
performance when on-chip SRAM is limited. 2 To achieve the same performance, fine-grain
requires less on-chip SRAM. To achieve a performance similar to CKXY -3, the fine-grain cross-layer
dataflow, X pY pK pC-3 requires only 186 KB of on-chip memory compared to 2180 KB of memory for
CKXY -3. The required on-chip memory is 11.7×, 5.7× and 1.2× less for X pY pK pC-3, X pY pKC-3,
and K pCXY -3 compared to CKXY -3 dataflow. Fine-grain dataflow minimizes on-chip SRAM by
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Figure 4.7: Mobilenet_v2, scatter plot comparing Million DRAM accesses (Y-axis) with On-chip
Memory (X-axis) for different pipeline depths.
reducing the temporal distance between the producer and consumer layers. Given a sufficient amount
of memory on-chip memory, the difference between the different outer dataflow shrinks. X pY pK pC-3
(fine) is about 9.7% faster than CKXY -3 (coarse).
4.2.4 1, 2, and 3 stage pipelines: LR-CONV and CONV
Experimental Setup: Fig. 4.6 studies two different types of network, LR-CONV-based Mobilenet_v2,
and a CONV-based Resnet-50. We vary the pipeline depth from 1 to 3. We study four dataflows,
X pY pK pC-3, and X pY pKC-1/-2/-3. For Mobilenet_v2, -3 pipelines Inverse blocks (PT→DP→PT), -2
pipelines (DP→PT). For Resnet-50, -3 pipelines PT→CONV→PT ), and -2 pipelines (PT→CONV).
Qualitative summary : Deeper 3-stage pipelines perform well for LR-CONV. Shallower 2-stage
pipelines perform well for CONVs. Finer-grain pipelines perform better for LR-CONVs.
Result 1: For LR-CONVs, a 3-stage pipeline performs best. Lower on-chip memory highlight speedup
better. For example, given a fixed on-chip memory of 128 KB, the three stage pipeline X pY pK pC-3
provides a speedup of 1.48×, and 1.58× compared to X pY pKC-3 and X pY pKC−2
Result 2: Contrary to LR-CONVs, CONVs perform best with 2-stages. For a fixed on-chip memory of
256 KB, X pY pKC-2 provides a speedup of 6.5×, and 2.7× compared to X pY pKC-3 and X pY pKC−1.
In Fig. 4.6 (top), it can be seen that for the same on-chip memory budget, a 3-layer X pY pK pC-3
provides up to 48%, and 59% speed up compared to X pY pK pC-2 and X pY pK pC−1 dataflows. The
speed reduces as the on-chip memory increases. For example for a 1024KB of on-chip memory, a
X pY pK pC-3 is 23.3% and 19.1% faster compared to Per-Layer Dataflow (per-layer) dataflow. In
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case of CONV dominated DNNs, pipelining 2+ layers leads to higher latency compared to 2−layer
deep pipelines. Prior work [10, Table II] also showed that for VGG, a 5-stage pipeline was 6% slower
than a single layer pipeline. We verify this for Resnet-50 in Fig. 4.6.
A CONV DNN has high MAC/memory within a layer and can benefit from data reuse within a
layer. It may not necessarily benefit by going deeper in Cross-Layer Dataflow (cross-layer) pipeline.
The Resnet-50 tops the speed up at 2-layer pipeline depth. For a given on-chip memory of 256KB,
X pY pKC-2 provides a speedup of 6.5×, and 2.7× compared to X pY pKC-3 and X pY pKC−1.
#DRAM accesses: The DRAM accesses decreases as the pipeline depth increases. Figure 4.7
compares the #DRAM accesses as the on-chip memory increases across pipeline depths of 1,2 and 3.
For a pipeline depth of one, the number of DRAM accesses are ' 3× higher compared to a three
stage pipeline. This gap increases to almost ' 4× as the on-chip memory reduces to 64 KB. Given
enough on-chip memory (' 256 KB), the number of #DRAM accesses does not increase. [115] also
observed similar behaviour.
4.3 X-Layer vs State-of-the-Art
Experimental setup: Table 4.2 shows the set up. We compare X-Layer against state-of-the-art,
Tangram [36] and Fused-layer [10]. They do not support LR-CONVs and hence we evaluate improved
designs that retain their dataflows. We label them Tangram++ and Fused-layer++. Tangram++; The
original paper implemented a 2-layer dataflow K=1CXY → CKXY , or K1CXY−2 (coarse-grain);
see Figure 3.3) on Eyeriss engines that are known to be inefficient for DP [20]. We upgraded Tangram
to Eyeriss-v2. Fused-Layer++: The original paper implemented X1Y 1KC dataflow losing input
activation reuse and parallelism. We implemented X7Y 7CK (filter size = 7) which allows at least one
convolution at a time in space (XY spatial locality) and minimizes on-chip SRAM overhead.
Table 4.2: X-Layer vs. State-of-the-Art. CC=CONV→CONV , DS= DP→PT , PDP = PT→DP→PT
Tangram++ Fused-Layer++ X-Layer
Layer Type DS/CC PDP DS CC PDP DS CC
Pipeline
Depth
2 3 2 2 3 2 2
NN Engine 16x16 1×Ct 7x7
# Engines 3 Kt×Xt 16
Total MAC 768 784 784
On-Chip(KB) As required As required 256
Remarks Eyeriss Vector, X=Y=Fmax -
Qualitative Summary: The performance improvement of X-Layer against Tangram++ and Fused-
Layer++ is a consequence of systematically improving six different criteria (Fig. 4.8), namely, i)
pipeline granularity, ii) partial loop orders, iii) pipeline depth, iv) inner dataflow, v) underlying
hardware, vi) and mapping strategy.
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Result 1: On an average, X-Layer is 7.83× and 16.58× faster than Tangram++ and Fused-Layer++.
Result 1: X-Layer requires 8.3× and 1.9× lower on-chip memory than Tangram++ and Fused-
Layer++.
Figure 4.9 plots the normalized latency (lower is better). Figure 4.10 compares the on-chip sram
(lower is better).
For 3-layer pipelines in efficientnet-b0, Xception and Mobilenet_v2, X-Layer is faster than
Tangram++ and Fused-layer++ by 1.4 × and 4× respectively. For 2-layer pipelines it achieves 50×
and 130× respectively.speedup compared to Tangram++ and Fused-Layer++ for depth-separable
layers Xception and Mobilenet_v2. For CONV based Resnet-50, X-Layer achieves a speed up of
36× and 18 × compared to Tangram++ and Fused-Layer++.
Since Tangram++ uses a coarse-grain dataflow it requires up to 8.3× higher on-chip memory
compared to X-Layer. It uses between 1.5MB – 2.5 MB of on-chip memory. The medium-grain
dataflow based Fused-Layer++ requires up to 1.9× higher on-chip memory compared to X-Layer. It
requires on-chip memory between 192KB – 2.5MB.
The improvements seen above is a result of a series of several choices made in dataflow and the
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Figure 4.8: Design choices and their implications in prior cross-layer architectures.
4.3.1 Detailed explanation
Performance Breakdown vs. Fused-Layer++
Fig. 4.11 quantitatively analyzes the factors that impact performance. There are four reasons i)
XY Locality and Parallelism (+2—7×): “Uniform" implies uniform allocation of resources across
pipeline stages. Fused-Layer++ (uniform) uses a medium-grain dataflow (X7Y 7KC-3) with vector
hardware (maps C,K). This sacrifices the XY spatial locality and also affects DP layer which has zero
filter reuse (no K loop). X-Layer exploits higher dimensions of locality; when we use X pY pKC−3
where optimal p varies between 14 — 80 and exploits XY locality. Note that gains depend on %
of DP layers. Mobilenet_v2 has 96%+ DPs and speedup is 7×. ii) Non-unfiorm allocation: When














































Figure 4.10: On-chip Memory used. X-Layer=1. Lower is better
speedup of '5% is observed. Fine-grain dataflow: Finally, when the fine-grain 3-layer dataflow is
used further speedup of 10% is achieved.
Performance Breakdown vs Tangram++
i) Optimal channel blocking (CpX pY p-2 +13.5×) : Tangram++ uses 2-layer dataflow of K=1CXY
→CKXY which is sub-optimal for DP layers. +CpX pY p-2 introduces partial channel blocking for
DPs. ii) 3-stage pipeline (+K pCXY -3 1.5×) : Tangram can only pipeline depth of two [36, page
6,Section 3.2]. X-Layer increases the pipeline depth to three layers.iii) Finer-grain macs (+1.4×) :
X-Layer schedules the dataflow onto finer-grain 7×7 NN engine; Tangram relied on 16×16 engines.
A finer-grain NN engine enables more optimal allocation of macs to individual layers; a necessity
when layers have such disparate requirements (see §3.1.5). Finally, the finest-grain X pY pK pC-3
































Figure 4.12: Speed up breakdown compared to Tangram++. Higher is better.
4.3.2 X-Layer Hardware Summary
Result: We run inference at the 0.20ms/inf/W (Xception: 75ms/inf/W).
In this section, we present the results of FPGA synthesis tools. Here we choose hyper-parameters
to enable the design to fit the FPGA and lead to optimal performance for end-to-end DNN. We
synthesize our designs on the publicly available Amazon AWS F1 and evaluate performance on
FPGA. As shown in Figure 4.13, we breakdown the resource usage into four different components,
CLBs/ALMs, Registers, BRAMs, and Power. We also include performance numbers for the same
































FPS 128 FPS (Xception: 37 FPS)
Batch = 1 0.22 ms/inf/W (Xception: 75ms/inf/W)
Titan XP 299 fps (Xception: 155fps) [15]
Figure 4.13: Hardware Statistics
4.4 Conclusion
In this paper we recognize that current state-of-the-art DNNs provide more opportunity for finer-grain
pipelining and profit from deeper pipelines. We developed a new dataflow that only needs to complete
partial filters before synchronizing with other layers in the pipeline stage. As far as we are aware, We




Auto-Split: A General Framework of
Collaborative Edge-Cloud AI
This chapter explains our work AUTO-SPLIT which applies joint bit-width allocation along with split
point detection in the DNN to reduce end-to-end latency. §5.1 explains the objective function which
AUTO-SPLIT solves. §5.2 explains AUTO-SPLIT methodology and solution. In §5.3 we evaluate
AUTO-SPLIT with other approaches. In the end, we run several ablation studies in §5.4 and conclude
in §5.5.
5.1 Problem Formulation
In this section, we first introduce some basic setup. Then, we formulate a nonlinear integer op-
timization problem for AUTO-SPLIT. This problem minimizes the overall latency under an edge
device memory constraint and a user given error constraint, by jointly optimizing the split point and
bid-widths for weights and activation of layers on the edge device.
5.1.1 Basic Setup
Consider a DNN with N∈Z layers, where Z defines a non-negative integer set. Let sw∈ZN and
sa∈ZN be vectors of sizes for weights and activation, respectively. Then, swi and sai represent sizes for
weights and activation at the i-th layer, respectively. For the given DNN, both sw and sa are fixed.
Next, let bw∈ZN and ba∈ZN be bit-widths vectors for weights and activation, respectively. Then, bwi
and bai represent bit-widths for weights and activation at the i-th layer, respectively.
Let Ledge(·) and Lcloud(·) be latency functions for given edge and cloud devices, respectively.
For a given DNN, sw and sa are fixed. Thus, Ledge and Lcloud are functions of weights and activation
bit-widths. We denote latency of executing the i-th layer of the DNN on edge and cloud by L edgei =
Ledge(bwi ,b
a





i ), respectively. We define a function L
tr(·) which measures
latency for transmitting data from edge to cloud, and then denote the transmission latency for the i-th





To measure quantization errors, we first denote wi(·) and ai(·) as weights and activation vectors
for a given bit-width at the i-th layer. Without loss of generality , we assume the bit-widths for the
original given DNN are 16. Then by using the mean square error function MSE(·,·), we denote the









, respectively. Notice that MSE is a common measure for quantization
error and has been widely used in related studies such as [13, 14, 28, 120]. It is also worth noting
that while we follow the existing literature on using the MSE metric, other distance metrics such as
cross-entropy or KL-Divergence can alternatively be utilized without changing our algorithm.
5.1.2 Problem Formulation
In this subsection, we first describe how to write AUTO-SPLIT’s objective function in terms of
latency functions and then discuss how we formulate the edge memory constraint and the user given
error constraint. We conclude this subsection by providing a nonlinear integer optimization problem
formulation for AUTO-SPLIT.
Objective function: Suppose the DNN is split at layer n∈{z∈Z|0≤z≤N} , then we can define the











L cloudi . (5.1)
When n=0 (resp. n=N), all layers of the DNN are executed on the cloud (resp., edge). Since the
cloud does not have resource limitations (in comparison to the edge), we assume that the original
bit-widths are used to avoid any quantization error when the DNN is executed on the cloud. Thus,
L cloudi for i=1,...,N are constants. Moreover, since L
tr
0 represents the time cost for transmitting raw
input to the cloud, it is reasonable to assume that L tr0 is a constant under a given network condition.
Therefore, the objective function for CLOUD-ONLY solution L (bw,ba,0) is also a constant.


















































L cloudi . (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: An example of graph processing and the steps required to calculate the list of potential
split points. 4a) is an example of inverted residual layer with squeeze & excitation from MnasNet.
Step1: DAG optimizations for inference such as batchnorm folding and activation fusion. Step2:
Set bai =bmin for all activations, create weighted graph, and find the min-cut between sub graphs.
Step 3: Apply topological sorting to create transmission DAG where nodes are layers and edges
are transmission costs. C:Convolution P:Pointwise convolution, D:Depthwise convolution, L:Linear,
G:Global pool, BN:Batch norm, R:Relu.
Memory constraint: In hardware, “read-only" memory stores the parameters (weights), and “read-
write" memory stores the activations [85]. The weight memory cost on the edge device can be
calculated with M w=∑ni=1(swi ×b
w
i ). Unlike the weight memory, for activation memory only partial
input activation and partial output activation need to be stored in the “read-write" memory at a time.
Thus, the memory required by activation is equal to the largest working set size of the activation
layers at a time. In case of a simple DNN chain, i.e., layers stacked one by one, the activation working




i ). However, for complex DAGs, it can be calculated from
the DAG. For example, in Fig. 5.1, when the depthwise layer is being processed, both the output
activations of layer: 2 (convolution) and layer: 3 (pointwise convolution) need to be kept in memory.
Although the output activation of layer: 2 is not required for processing the depthwise layer, it needs
to be stored for future layers such as layer 11 (skip connection). Assuming the available memory size
of the edge device for executing the DNN is M, then the memory constraint for the AUTO-SPLIT
problem can be written as
M w+M a≤M. (5.3)
Error constraint: In order to maintain the accuracy of the DNN, we constrained the total quanti-
zation error by a user given error tolerance threshold E. In addition, since we assume that the original
bit-widths are used for the layers executing on the cloud, we only need to sum the quantization error








Formulation: To summarize, the AUTO-SPLIT problem can be formulated based on the objective























where B is the candidate bit-width set. Before ending this section, we make the following four
remarks about problem (5.5).
Remark 1. For a given edge device, the candidate bit-width set B is fixed. A typical B can be
B={2,4,6,8} [37].
Remark 2. The latency functions are not given explicitly [30, 68, 114] in practice. Thus, simulators
like [79, 86, 111] are commonly used to obtain latency [26, 113, 122].
Remark 3. Since the latency functions are not explicitly defined [30,68,114] and the error functions
are also nonlinear, problem (5.5) is a nonlinear integer optimization function and NP-hard to solve.
However, problem (5.5) does have a feasible solution, i.e., n=0, which implies executing all layers of
the DNN on cloud.
Remark 4. In practice, it is more tractable for users to provide an accuracy drop tolerance threshold
A, rather than the error tolerance threshold E. In addition, for a given A, calculating the correspond-
ing E is still intractable. To deal with this issue, we tailor our algorithm in Subsection 5.2.2 to make
it user friendly.
5.2 AUTO-SPLIT Solution
As AUTO-SPLIT problem (5.5) is NP-hard, we propose a multi-step search approach to find a list
of potential solutions that satisfy (5.5b) and then select a solution which minimizes the latency and
satisfies the error constraint (5.5c).
To find the list of potential solutions, we first collect a set of potential splits P, by analyzing the
data size that needs to be transmitted at each layer. Next, for each splitting point n∈P, we solve two
sets of optimization problems to generate a list of feasible solutions satisfying constraint (5.5b).
5.2.1 Potential Split Identification
As shown in Fig. 5.1, to identify a list of potential splitting points, we preprocess the DNN graph in
three steps. First, we conduct graph optimizations [56] such as batch-norm folding and activation
fusion on the original graph (Fig. 5.1a) to obtain an optimized graph (Fig. 5.1b). A potential
splitting point n should satisfy the memory limitation with lowest bit-width assignment for DNN,
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i.e., bmin(∑ni=1swi + maxi=1,...,n
sai )≤M, where bmin is the lowest bit-width constrained by the given edge
device. Second, we create a weighted DAG as shown in Fig. 5.1c, where nodes are layers and
weights of edges are the lowest transmission costs, i.e., bminsa. Finally, the weighted DAG is sorted
in topological order and a new transmission DAG is created as shown in Fig. 5.1d. Assuming the raw
data transmission cost is a constant T0, then a potential split point n should have transmission cost
Tn≤T0 (i.e., L trn ≤L tr0 ). Otherwise, transmitting raw data to the cloud and executing DNN on the












In this subsection, for each n∈P, we explore all feasible solutions which satisfy the constraints of
(5.5). As discussed in Remark 4, explicitly setting E is intractable. Thus, to obtain feasible solutions









M w+M a≤M, (5.7b)
and then select the solutions which are below the accuracy drop threshold A. We observe that for a
given splitting point n, the search space of (5.7) is exponential, i.e., |B|2n. To reduce the search space,















where Mwgt and Mact are memory budgets for weights and activation, respectively, and Mwgt+Mact≤
M. To solve problems (5.8) and (5.9), we apply the Lagrangian method proposed in [92].
To find feasible pairs of Mwgt and Mact , we do a two-dimensional grid search on Mwgt and Mact .
The candidates of Mwgt and Mact are given by uniformly assigning bit-widths bw,ba in B. Then, the
maximum number of feasible pairs is |B|2. Thus, we significantly reduce the search space from |B|2n
to at most 2|B|n+2 by decoupling (5.7) to (5.8) and (5.9).
We summarize the steps above in Algorithm 1. In the proposed algorithm, we obtain a list S
of potential solutions (bw,ba,n) for problem (5.5). Then, a solution that minimizes the latency and
satisfies the accuracy drop constraint can be selected from the list.
Before ending this section, we make a remark about Algorithm 1.
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Remark 5. Due to the nature of the discrete nonconvex and nonlinear optimization problem, it is
not possible to precisely characterize the optimal solution of (5.5). However, our algorithm guaran-
tees L (bw,ba,n)≤min
(




, where ( /0, /0,0) is the CLOUD-ONLY solution, and
(bwe ,b
a
e ,N) is the EDGE-ONLY solution when it is possible.
Algorithm 1: Joint DNN Splitting and Bit Assignment
Result: Split & bit-widths for weights and activations
1 S←− [( /0, /0,0)]. // Initialize with CLOUD-ONLY solution.
2 B←− Bit-widths supported by the edge device




5 Mactk = maxi=1,...,n
(sai×B[k]).
6 P←− Solve (5.6).
7 for n in P do
8 for Mwgt in [Mwgt1 , . . . , M
wgt
|B| ] do
9 bw←− Solve (5.8).
10 for Mact in [Mact1 , . . . , M
act
|B| ] do
11 if Mwgt+Mact>M then
12 Continue.
13 ba←− Solve (5.9).







5.2.3 Post-Solution Engineering Steps
After obtaining the solution of (5.5), the remaining work for deployment is to pack the split-layer
activations, transmit them to the cloud, unpack them in the cloud, and feed them to the cloud DNN.
There are some engineering details involved in these steps, such as how to pack less than 8-bits data
types, transmission protocols, etc. We provide such details in the appendix.
5.3 Experiments
In this section, we present our experimental results. §5.3.1-§5.3.4 cover our simulation-based
experiments. We compare AUTO-SPLIT with existing state-of-the-art distributed frameworks. We
also perform ablation studies to show step by step, how AUTO-SPLIT arrives at good solutions
compared to existing approaches. In addition, in §5.3.5 we demonstrate the usage of AUTO-SPLIT
for a real-life example of license plate recognition on a low power edge device.
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Table 5.1: Hardware platforms for the simulator experiments
Attribute Eyeriss [19] TPU
On-chip memory 192 KB 28 MB
Off-chip memory 4 GB 16 GB
Bandwidth 1 GB/sec 13 GB/sec
Performance 34 GOPs 96 TOPs
Uplink rate 3 Mbps
5.3.1 Experiments Protocols
Previous studies [30, 68, 114] have shown that tracking multiply-accumulate operations (MACs) or
GFLOPs does not directly correspond to measuring latency. We measure edge and cloud device
latency on a cycle-accurate simulator based on SCALE-SIM [86] from ARM software (also used
by [26, 113, 122]). For edge devices, we simulate Eyeriss [19] and for cloud devices, we simulate
Tensor Processing Units (TPU). The hardware configurations for Eyeriss and TPU are taken from
SCALE-SIM (see Table 5.1). In our simulations, lower bit precision (sub 8-bit) does not speed up the
MAC operation itself, since, the existing hardware has fixed INT-8 MAC units. However, lower bit
precision speeds up data movement across off-chip and on-chip memory, which in turn results in an
overall speedup. Moreover, we build on quantization techniques [13, 77] using [125]. The appendix
includes other engineering details used in our setup. It also includes an ablation study on the network
bandwidth.
5.3.2 Accuracy vs Latency Trade-off
As seen in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, AUTO-SPLIT generates a list of candidate feasible solutions that
satisfy the memory constraint (5.5b) and error threshold (5.5c) provided by the user. These solutions
vary in terms of their error threshold and therefore the downstream task accuracy. In general, good
solutions are the ones with low latency and high accuracy. However, the trade-off between the two
allows for a flexible selection from the feasible solutions, depending on the needs of a user. The
general rule of thumb is to choose a solution with the lowest latency, which has at worst only a
negligible drop in the accuracy (i.e., the error threshold constraint is implicitly applied through
the task accuracy). However, if the application allows for a larger drop in the accuracy, that may
correspond to a solution with even lower latency. It is worth noting that this flexibility is unique to
AUTO-SPLIT and the other methods such as Neurosurgeon [58], QDMP [119], U8 (uniform 8-bit
quantization), and CLOUD16 (CLOUD-ONLY) only provide one single solution.
Fig. 5.2 shows a scatter plot of feasible solutions for ResNet-50 and Yolov3 DNNs. For ResNet-
50, the X-axis shows the Top-1 ImageNet error normalized to CLOUD-ONLY solution and for
Yolo-v3, the X-axis shows the mAP drop normalized to CLOUD-ONLY solution. The Y-axis shows
the end-to-end latency, normalized to CLOUD-ONLY. The Design points closer to the origin are
better.
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AUTO-SPLIT can select several solutions (i.e., pink dots in Fig. 5.2-left) based on the user
error threshold as a percentage of full precision accuracy drop. For instance, in case of ResNet-50,
AUTO-SPLIT can produce Split Approach. Partial execution on edge device and partial on cloud
device (SPLIT) solutions with end-to-end latency of 100%, 57%, 43% and 43%, if the user provides
an error threshold of 0%, 1%, 5% and 10%. For an error threshold of 0%, AUTO-SPLIT selects
CLOUD-ONLY as the solution whereas, in case of an error threshold of 5% and 10%, AUTO-SPLIT
selects the same solution.
The mAP drop is higher in the object detection tasks. It can be seen in Fig. 5.2 that uniform
quantization of 2-bit (U2), 4-bit(U4), and 6-bit (U6) result in an mAP drop of more than 80%.
For a user error threshold of 0%, 10%, 20%, and 50%, AUTO-SPLIT selects a solution with an
end-to-end latency of 100%, 37%, 32%, and 24% respectively. For each of the error thresholds,
AUTO-SPLIT provides a different split point (i.e., pink dots in Fig. 5.2-right). For Yolo-v3, QDMP
and Neurosurgeon result in the same split point which leads to 75% end-to-end latency compared to
the CLOUD-ONLY solution.
5.3.3 Overall Benchmark Comparisons
Fig. 5.3 shows the latency comparison among various classification and object detection benchmarks.
We compare AUTO-SPLIT, with baselines: Neurosurgeon [58], QDMP [119], U8 (uniform 8-bit
quantization), and CLOUD16 (CLOUD-ONLY). It is worth noting that for optimized execution graphs
( see §2.3, Figure 2.12)), DADS [49] and QDMP [119] generate a same split solution, and thus we
do not report DADS separately here (see Section 5.2 in [119]). The left axis in Fig. 5.3 shows the
latency normalized to CLOUD-ONLY solution which is represented by bars in the plot. Lower bars
are better. The right axis shows top-1 ImageNet accuracy for classification benchmarks and mAP
(IoU=0.50:0.95) from COCO 2017 benchmark for YOLO-based detection models.
Accuracy: Since Neurosurgeon and QDMP run in full precision, their accuracies are the same as
the CLOUD-ONLY solution.
For image classification, we selected a user error threshold of 5%. However, AUTO-SPLIT
solutions are always within 0-3.5% of top-1 accuracy of the CLOUD-ONLY solution. AUTO-SPLIT
selected CLOUD-ONLY as the solution for ResNext50_32x4d, EDGE-ONLY solutions with mixed
precision for ResNet-18, Mobilenet_v2, and Mnasnet1_0. For ResNet-50 and GoogleNet AUTO-
SPLIT selected SPLIT solution.
For object detection, the user error threshold is set to 10%. Unlike AUTO-SPLIT, uniform 8-bit
quantization can lose significant mAP, i.e. between 10–50%, compared to CLOUD-ONLY. This is
due to the fact that object detection models are generally more sensitive to quantization, especially if
bit-widths are assigned uniformly.
Latency: AUTO-SPLIT solutions can be: a) CLOUD-ONLY, b) EDGE-ONLY, and c) SPLIT. As
observed in Fig. 5.3, AUTO-SPLIT results in a CLOUD-ONLY solution for ResNext50_32x4d. EDGE-
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Figure 5.2: Accuracy vs latency trade-off for ResNet-50 (top) and Yolo-v3 (bottom), Towards origin
is better. U2, U4, U6 and U8 indicate uniform quantization (EDGE-ONLY). CLOUD16 indicates
FP16 configuration (CLOUD-ONLY). The green lines show error threshold which a user can set.
AUTO-SPLIT can provide different solutions based on different Error thresholds.
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CLOUD-ONLY EDGE-ONLY SPLIT
Figure 5.3: Latency (bars) vs Accuracy (points) comparison. Depending on the device constraints,
DNN architecture, and network latency, the optimal solution can be achieved from CLOUD-ONLY,
EDGE-ONLY, or SPLIT. The user error threshold for image classification workloads is 5%, and for
object detection workloads is 10%.
ONLY solutions are reached for ResNet-18, MobileNet-v2, and Mnasnet1_0, and for rest of the
benchmarks AUTO-SPLIT results in a SPLIT solution. When AUTO-SPLIT does not suggest a
CLOUD-ONLY solution, it reduces latency between 32–92% compared to CLOUD-ONLY solutions.
Neurosurgeon cannot handle DAGs. Therefore, we assume a topological sorted DNN as input
for Neurosurgeon, similar to [49, 119]. The optimal split point is missed even for float models due
to information loss in topological sorting. As a result, compared to Neurosurgeon, AUTO-SPLIT
reduces latency between 24–92%.
DADS/QDMP can find optimal splits for float models. They are faster than Neurosurgeon by
35%. However, they do not explore the new search space opened up after quantizing edge DNNs.
Compared to DADS/QDMP, AUTO-SPLIT reduces latency between 20–80%. Note that QDMP needs
to save the entire model on the edge device which may not be feasible. We define QDMPE , a QDMP
baseline that saves only the edge part of the DNN on the edge device.
To sum up, AUTO-SPLIT can automatically select between CLOUD-ONLY, EDGE-ONLY, and
SPLIT solutions. For EDGE-ONLY and SPLIT, our method suggests solutions with mixed precision
bit-widths for the edge DNN layers. The results show that AUTO-SPLIT is faster than uniform 8-bit
quantized DNN (U8) by 25%, QDMP by 40%, Neurosurgeon by 47%, and CLOUD-ONLY by 70%.
5.3.4 Comparison with QDMP + Quantization
As mentioned, QDMP (and others) operates in floating-point precision. In this subsection, we show
that it will not be sufficient, even if the edge part of the QDMP solutions are quantized. To this end,
we define QDMPE+U4, a baseline of adding uniform 4-bit precision to QDMPE . Table 5.2 shows
split index and model size for AUTO-SPLIT, QDMPE , and QDMPE+U4. Note that, ZeroQ reported
ResNet-50 with the size of 18.7MB for 6-bit activations and mixed-precision weights. Also, note
that 4-bit quantization is the best that any post-training quantization can achieve on a DNN and we
discount the accuracy loss on the solution. In spite of discounting accuracy, AUTO-SPLIT reduces
the edge DNN size by 14.7× compared to QDMPE and 3.1× compared to QDMPE+U4.
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Table 5.2: Comparing QDMPE , AUTO-SPLIT, and QDMPE+U4
AUTO-SPLIT QDMPE QDMPE+U4
Split idx MB Split idx MB MB
Google. 18 0.4 18 3.5 0.44
Resnet-50 12 0.9 53 50 12.5
Yv3-spp 1 1.3 52 99 22.2
Yv3-tiny 7 8.8 7 18.2 4.44
Yv3 33 13.3 58 118 29.6
Figure 5.4: ResNet-50 latency & memory for AUTO-SPLIT (split @12) and QDMP (split @53).
W8A8-T1 implies weight, activation, and transmission bit-widths of 8, 8, and 1, respectively. Trans-
mission cost at split 53 is '3× less than split 12.
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Next, we demonstrate how QDMPE can select a different split index compared to AUTO-SPLIT.
Fig. 5.4 shows the latency and model size of ResNet-50. 1 : W16A16-T16: Weights, activations, and
transmission activations are all 16 bits precision. The transmission cost at split index=53 (suggested
by QDMPE) is '3× less compared to that of split index=12 (suggested by AUTO-SPLIT). Overall
latency of split index=53 is 81% less compared to split index=12. A similar trend can be seen when
the bit-widths are reduced to 8-bit ( 2 : W8A8-T8). However, in 3 : W8A8-T1 we reduce the
transmission bit-width to 1-bit and notice that split index=12 is 7% faster compared to split index=53.
Since AUTO-SPLIT also considers edge memory constraints in partitioning the DNN, it can be
noticed that the model size of the edge DNN in split index=12 is always orders of magnitude less
compared to the split index=53. In 4 and 5 the model size is further reduced. Overall AUTO-SPLIT
solutions are 7% faster and 20× smaller in edge DNN model size compared to a QDMP + mixed
precision algorithm when both models have the same bit-width for edge DNN weights, activations,
and transmitted activations.
5.3.5 Case Study
We demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method using a real application of license plate recogni-
tion used for authorized entry (deployed to customer sites). In the appendix, we also provide a demo
of another case study for the task of the person and face detection.
Consider a camera as an edge device mounted at a parking lot that authorizes the entry of
certain vehicles based on the license plate registration. Inputs to this system are camera frames and
outputs are the recognized license plates (as strings of characters). AUTO-SPLIT is applied offline
to determine the split point assuming an 8-bit uniform quantization. AUTO-SPLIT ensures that the
edge DNN fits on the device and high accuracy is maintained. The edge DNN is then passed to
TensorFlow-Lite for quantization and is stored on the camera. When the camera is online, the output
activations of the edge DNN are transmitted to the cloud for further processing. The edge DNN runs
parts of a custom YOLOv3 model. The cloud DNN consists of the rest of this YOLO model, as well
as an LSTM model for character recognition.
The edge device (Hi3516E V200 SoC with Arm Cortex A7 CPU, 512MB On-chip, and 1GB
Off-chip memory) can only run TensorFlow-Lite (cross-compiled for it) with a C++ interface. Thus,
we built an application in C++ to execute the edge part, and the rest is executed through a Python
interface.
Table 5.3 shows the performance over an internal proprietary license plate dataset. The AUTO-
SPLIT solution has similar accuracy to others but has lower latency. Furthermore, as the LSTM
in AUTO-SPLIT runs on the cloud, we can use a larger LSTM for recognition. This improves the
accuracy further with a negligible latency increase.
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Float (on edge) 88.2% Doesn’t fit 295 MB
Float (to cloud) 88.2% 970 ms 0 MB
TQ (8 bit) 88.4% 2840 ms 44 MB
AUTO-SPLIT 88.3% 630 ms 15 MB
AUTO-SPLIT(large
LSTM)
94% 650 ms 15 MB
5.4 Ablation Studies
In this section, we perform a series of ablation experiments to deepen our understanding of AUTO-
SPLIT. First, we explore the effect of compression on transmission bits i) activations for SPLIT and
ii) JPEG image compression for CLOUD-ONLY approach. Second, we study the effect of network
speed on SPLIT solutions. Third, we look at the DNN architecture to study which networks are
likely to generate SPLIT solutions. For example, a DNN such as Mobilenet_v2 with a smaller
volume of activations at DNN graph junctions is a good candidate for SPLIT solutions. By graph
junction, we mean, in case of a SPLIT only activations of one layer need to be transmitted. Fourth,
we study the effect of selecting split points with the same activation volume at different DNN layer
indices. Fifth, we study the effect of input image resolution on SPLIT solutions. Larger input images
imply more options for SPLIT selection. Sixth, we study the effect of activation optimization for
bit-allocation. We explore whether it is beneficial to compress more weights or more activations.
Compression of SPLIT layer features for edge-cloud splitting
With the availability of mature data compression techniques, it is natural to consider applying data
compression before transmission to the cloud, as an attempt to transmit less data, to lower the latency.
For CLOUD-ONLY solutions that mean applying image compression (e.g. JPEG), and for AUTO-
SPLIT corresponds to applying feature compression. Note that this kind of compression depends
highly on the edge device support, both in terms of hardware and software, and thus is not always
available. Therefore, we study it as an ablation, rather than the default in the algorithm.
For the CLOUD-ONLY solutions, we studied the use of JPEG compression, as a candidate with
relatively low computation overhead and a good compression ratio.
For the task of object detection on Yolov3, at 416×416 resolution, and PIL library for JPEG
execution, we observed considerable improvements in the solutions, as shown in Table 5.4. How-
ever, strong compression results in severe loss of accuracy in the CLOUD-ONLY case. For feature
compression in AUTO-SPLIT, we followed a similar approach and used JPEG compression (We
initially tried Huffman coding, but the overhead of compression was high and didn’t give good
solutions). Results of feature compression showed that AUTO-SPLIT benefits more on compression
ratio because activations are sparse ( 20+%) and are represented by lower bits e.g. 2bits compared to
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8bits (0-255) for input images. For activations, we split channels into groups of three and applied
JPEG compression.









CLOUD-ONLY No Compression 1× 0.39 1.0
CLOUD-ONLY LossLess 2× 0.39 0.56
CLOUD-ONLY 80 5× 0.38 0.23
CLOUD-ONLY 60 8× 0.35 0.15
CLOUD-ONLY 40 10× 0.29 0.13
CLOUD-ONLY 20 17× 0.22 0.09
AUTO-SPLIT LossLess 15× 0.35 0.08
Note that the overhead of latency for compression/decompression will add another variable to the
equation and may result in different splits. For JPEG compression on RaspberryPi3, we measured
28ms overhead for CLOUD-ONLY and 9ms for AUTO-SPLIT. Moreover, compression is better to
be lossless or light, otherwise, it will damage the accuracy (even if it’s not clearly visible). See
Fig7-10 in [73] on object detection or Table1 in [46] on classification. At a similar mAP, AUTO-
SPLIT shows 47% speed-up compared to CLOUD-ONLY-QF60. This gap is smaller compared to the
non-compressed case of 58% in Fig. 5.3 (Gap depends on architecture/task).
Ablation study on network speed
Table 5.5 shows results on YOLOv3 (416x416 resolution, and latency is normalized in each case to
CLOUD-ONLY). It is observed from Table 5.5 that AUTO-SPLIT mAP drops at 20Mbps. The same
experiment for YOLOv3SPP (different architecture) resulted in a much better solution. So even at
20Mbps, depending on the architecture, there may be good SPLIT solutions.








Yolov3 1Mbps 0.37/0.39 0.26/1
Yolov3 3Mbps 0.37/0.39 0.37/1
Yolov3 10Mbps 0.34/0.39 0.83/1
Yolov3 20Mbps 0.25/0.39 0.75/1
Yolov3-SPP 20Mbps 0.37/0.41 0.71/1
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Splitting object detection models
We studied two styles of object detection models: a) Yolo based: Yolov3-tiny, Yolov3, and Yolov3-spp,
and b) FasterRCNN with ResNet-50 backbone. Running AUTO-SPLIT resulted in SPLIT solutions
for Yolo models, but suggested the CLOUD-ONLY solution for FasterRCNN. In this subsection, we
explain the caveats of selecting the backbone network when searching for a SPLIT solution in object
detection models. For a SPLIT solution to be feasible, the transmission cost of activations at the split
point should be at least less than the input image, otherwise, a CLOUD-ONLY solution may have
lower end-to-end latency.
Most Object detection models have a backbone network that branches off to detection and
recognition necks/heads. These detection and recognition heads typically collect intermediate features
from the backbone network. For example, Table 5.7 shows the layer indices of the intermediate layers
from which the output features are collected in the Feature pyramid network (FPN) for Faster RCNN
and YOLO layers for Yolov3. In FasterRCNN, the FPN starts fetching intermediate features from
as early as layer index=10, thus in the case of a SPLIT solution, these features are also required
to be transmitted to the cloud, unless the entire model is executed in the edge device. As we go
deeper in the DNN in search of a SPLIT solution more and more extra intermediate layers need to
be transmitted along with the output activation at the split point (see Figure 5.5). Thus, AUTO-SPLIT
suggests a CLOUD-ONLY solution for Faster RCNN.
Figure 5.5: Split layers for FasterRCNN (left) and Yolov3 (right)
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On the contrary, in YOLO based models there are enough layers to search for a SPLIT solution
before the YOLO layers. For example, in YOLOv3-spp, the search space for a SPLIT solution lies
between layer index 0 to 82 and AUTO-SPLIT suggested layer index=33 as the split point. Therefore,
when co-designing an object detection model for distributed inference, it is crucial to start collecting
intermediate features as late as possible in the DNN layers. It will be worth looking at a modified
Faster RCNN model retrained with an FPN network collecting features from layer index=[23,42,52]
and see if the accuracy does not drop too much. Such a modified model will generate SPLIT
solutions.
Selecting split points with equal activation volume
Table 5.6 shows the potential split points towards the end of a pre-trained ResNet-50 network.
After the graph optimizations are applied these layers do not have any other dependencies. The
output feature map (OFM) volume is the activation volume for potential split points and the volume
difference is the difference between OFM volume and input image volume. For a SPLIT to be valid
one primary condition is that the volume difference should be negative.
Table 5.6: Potential splits towards the end of ResNet-50
Index Layer name Volume Shape Vol. Diff
46 layer4.0.conv3 100,352 (2048,7,7) -5076
49 layer4.1.conv3 100,352 (2048,7,7) -5076
52 layer4.2.conv3 100,352 (2048,7,7) -5076
53 fc 1,000 (1,1000) -149528
-1 i/p image 150,528 (3,224,224) 0
Table 5.7: Layer indices of the collected output activations
Models Intermediate Layer indices
Yolov3-tiny [16, 23]
Yolov3 [82, 94, 106]
Yolov3-spp [89, 101, 113]
Faster RCNN [10, 23, 42, 52]
The end-to-end latency has three components a) edge latency, b) transmission latency and c)
cloud latency. In Table 5.6, layers 46, 49, and 52 have the same shape and thus, the same transmission
volume difference. Without quantization, layer 46 will be the SPLIT solution, since the cloud device
is faster than the edge device, and in case of the same transmission cost it is preferable to select early
layers.
With quantization, however, the transmission cost will vary depending on the bit-widths assigned
to each layer. The assignment of bit-widths depends on the sensitivity of each layer to compress
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without losing accuracy. If layer 49 can be compressed more than layer 46, then layer 49 can be
selected as a SPLIT solution. The sensitivity of each layer to bit compression can be measured in
different ways. AUTO-SPLIT considers the quantization error of the layers. Other techniques include:
Hessian of the feature vector [32] or layer sensitivity by quantizing only one layer at a time [17].
Effect of Image Resolution
Figure 5.6 plots latency and accuracy for different image resolutions for yolov3-spp model. The
uniform 8-bit quantization attains a significant loss on accuracy and mAP degrades to 0.19–0.26. On
the other hand, AUTO-SPLIT selects SPLIT solutions with mAP between 0.28 – 0.36. As the input
resolution increases the mAP gets higher for SPLIT solution as well.
On average, the SPLIT solution is faster than CLOUD-ONLY solution by 50%. Compared to
EDGE-ONLY uniform 8-bit quantization, AUTO-SPLIT is faster by 10% for image resolution 416
and 512, however, for 608, it is slower by 10%. The reason for lower latency for AUTO-SPLIT is due
to the high accuracy threshold setting.
Figure 5.6: Yolo-v3-spp latency (bars) and mAP(line) for different image resolutions.
Table 5.8 compares top two design points for image resolution 608, the layer_index=1 results in
0.365 mAP and a normalized latency of 0.68 whereas layer_index=27 results in 0.36 mAP and a
normalized latency of 0.49. In spite of having a lower latency (by 10%) compared to uniform 8-bit
quantization (U8), layer_index=27 was dropped by the AUTO-SPLIT algorithm and layer_index=1
was selected due to high accuracy threshold for yolo models.
Activation Optimization
Activation optimization, as mentioned above, constraints the total memory usage by activations on the
edge device. Figure 5.7 shows the bit allocations for activations and weights for two scenarios with
the total memory size constrained to 343.1875 KB (on ResNet-50). In Scenario 1 (Figure 5.7-left),
activation bits are traded off for weight bits and in Scenario 2 (Figure 5.7-right), it is vice versa. It
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Table 5.8: Comparison of top two design points for image resolution 608×608 in yolo-v3-spp model
Split Index Trans. Bits Avg. Bits Model Size Latency mAP
1 2 8 2.8 MB 0.68 0.365
27 6 8 15.6 MB 0.49 0.36
Figure 5.7: A demonstration of bit-width selection for activations w/ and w/o the optimization of
(5.9). The shaded region shows the bit-width selection for weights in each scenario. Left: activation
bits are traded off for weight bits, and right: vice versa.
Table 5.9: Numerical values for bit assignment of Fig. 5.7. Left: activation bits are traded off for
weight bits, and right: vice versa.
Bit regime Top-1 Model size act. bits weight bits
all act. 8 74.57 931 KB 7.71 7.12
with opt. 32.89 343 KB 3.14 7.12
without opt. 18.54 343 KB 1.8 7.12
Bit regime Top-1 Model size act. bits weight bits
all act. 8 75.43 931 KB 7.8 6
with opt. 75.43 343 KB 4.7 6
without opt. 75.4 343 KB 4 6
can be observed that by increasing the activation bits using (5.9), the Top-1 accuracy is improved
without affecting the total memory size. Table 5.9 shows the numerical values for bit-widths assigned
to weights and activations corresponding to the scenarios of Fig. 5.7. In this table, the “all act 8" case
considers all activations as 8 bits with an exception of the split layer. Though “all act 8" has higher
accuracy, its model size is 3× larger compared to the other selected bit widths.
5.5 Conclusion
This paper investigates the feasibility of distributing the DNN inference between edge and cloud
while simultaneously applying mixed-precision quantization on the edge partition of the DNN. We
propose to formulate the problem as an optimization in which the goal is to identify the split and the
bit-width assignment for weights and activations, such that the overall latency is reduced without
sacrificing accuracy. This approach has some advantages over existing strategies such as being secure,
deterministic, and flexible in architecture. The proposed method provides a range of options in the
accuracy-latency trade-off which can be selected based on the target application requirements.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The aim of the thesis is to enable the efficient execution of DNN inference on edge devices. The
deployment approach of DNN on edge devices depends on the application scenarios and operating
constraints. In general, the EDGE-ONLY and SPLIT approaches result in lower end-to-end latency
for many applications and are the preferred approach for deployment.
EDGE-ONLY deployment with X-Layer
In our first work X-Layer, we explored efficient deployment of EDGE-ONLY approach with Cross-
layer dataflows. LR-CONVs for EDGE-ONLY: For EDGE-ONLY approach, we found that NAS
techniques are employed to develop compact DNNs with low MAC and memory requirements.
These emerging DNNs heavily employ LR-CONVs. The LR-CONVs have low arithmetic intensity
compared to CONVs. The DP layer especially is memory bound and has 18× – 79 × less arithmetic
intensity compared to PT layers. This leads to poor hardware utilization on existing edge devices.
The [38] reported almost 100% of runtime being used by DP layers for Mobilenet_v2. We also ran
Mobilenet on Eyeriss on [87] and found '7% utilization.
To solve the above issues, we realized that LR-CONVs can benefit from interlayer reuse, and
explored Cross-layer dataflows. We proposed X-Layer, which defines the taxonomy of Cross-layer
dataflows. We found that the dataflow is closely tied to the hardware implementation. The Cross-layer
dataflows can be divided into outer dataflow (executed in software), and inner dataflow and hardware
mapping (both executed in hardware).
Fix hardware mapping: We first fixed the hardware mapping to C|K for PT and CONV layers,
and Fy|YC for DP layer which are the optimal hardware mapping for respective layers [20, 62, 115].
Matrix transpose: The exploration of Cross-layer dataflow is not possible without the ability of
dynamic data transformation support in the hardware which is enabled by T-Bricks. The T-Bricks are
Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) queues that allow dynamic data transpose operation.
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Heterogeneous Resource Allocation: We also found that different stages of the Cross-layer
dataflow require different resource allocations such as buffer and mac allocations. These resource
allocations depend on the DNN algorithm, layer depth in the DNN, and layer type. We chose a 7×7
NN engine as opposed to a 16×16 engine, since, it allows for finer granularity of resource allocation
to each layer of the cross-layer dataflow. Also, the largest kernel size we found in our benchmarks
was 7×7.
Cross-layer exploration: Given the hardware support for Cross-layer dataflow exploration. We
first study pipeline granularity. The K,C as the outermost loop leads to coarse-grain dataflows,
whereas an X ,Y as the outermost loop leads to a fine-grain dataflow. We then explored partial loop
orders, p, which controls the amount of work in each stage of the Cross-layer pipeline. We proposed
the Cross-layer dataflows with the most amount of partial loop orders X pY pK pC−3 and X pY pCp−2.
Next we study optimal pipeline depth. We found that for CONV layers, a pipeline depth of two
is optimal, whereas for LR-CONV layers, pipeline depth of three is optimal. Beyond three, the
Cross-layer dataflows have diminishing returns.
In the end, we achieved efficient low latency Cross-layer dataflows whose latency increases
linearly as the on-chip memory is reduced. Unlike, the prior state of the art where the latency
drops significantly below a threshold on-chip memory. For example, compared to prior state-of-the-
art [10,36], X-Layer improves performance by 7.8× and 16.6× using only 256KB of on-chip SRAM
whereas [10, 36] requires up to 2.4 MB of SRAM.
SPLIT deployment with AUTO-SPLIT
The second work explores SPLIT deployment. Our tool AUTO-SPLIT can be used to deploy all
three approaches EDGE-ONLY, CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT and automatically selects the optimal
approach. AUTO-SPLIT considers operating constraints such as device memory and network speed,
and application constraints such as acceptable error threshold by the user and selects the optimal
split point of the DNN along with the allocation of bit-widths for weights and activations to apply
post-training quantization of the edge DNN. The edge DNN is the partial split of the DNN which
will be executed on the edge device. It allows the user to select the split based on a range of accuracy-
latency trade-offs. This approach is most practical when the DNN does not fit on the edge device,
and/or the network is slow, typically less than 4G. It is also useful when the input data is large, for
example, when the application is using high-resolution images as input.
6.2 Directions for Future Work
This dissertation opens up many new research directions. Here we discuss several high-level future
directions where this thesis can be extended to make significant contributions in improving the
latency of end to end application for EDGE-ONLY and SPLIT approaches. We also highlight the
necessary work which is required towards the productization of this thesis.
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Cross-layer for complex NAS based DNN: Recent advancements in Automated Machine Learn-
ing (AutoML) aims to remove humans out of the loop in developing DNNs. This includes Neural
Architecture Search (NAS) [22, 68, 69, 84, 98, 99, 127] that focus on automation of designing neural
architectures. NAS based DNNs (see Figure 6.1) have become state of the art in various DNN tasks.
They generate compact DNNs with irregular connections to different layers compared to conven-
tional networks with a regular graph topology. They also heavily use LR-CONVs. These networks
outperform manually designed architectures in terms of accuracy and use fewer multiply-accumulate
(mac) computations and memory. In fact, the primary goal of NAS based DNNs is to reduce resources
while achieving superior performance.
In the Figure, sep is a depth-separable layer i.e., DP→ PT. X-Layer employs cross-layer dataflow
to pipeline multiple layers simultaneously. We need to explore the search space of different order
of schedules. The Figure, shows one example of the schedule to execute all layers of a DNN end
to end. This schedule may not be optimal in minimizing on-chip memory and latency. How can we
efficiently and automatically extract cross-layer pipelines from the DNN which improves hardware
utilization. The scheduler should also aim to reduce on-chip memory usage and minimize data
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Figure 6.1: Scheduling DNN layers for NAS based DNN. sep= Depth-separable layer
Searching new DNN architectures with Cross-Layer dataflow: AI software community has
already developed pipelines to explore compact DNNs using NAS [108, 114] methods. In these
methods, the AI takes latency and energy feedback from the hardware to explore compact DNNs.
This hardware is generally a CPU, since, the edge devices generally require copying the data over a
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UART, SPI or other communication protocols which makes it difficult for NAS based methods to
explore new architectures. Assuming, such pipelines have been built, one can then explore efficient
DNNs assuming cross-layer dataflows.
Mixed precision latency feedback for AUTO-SPLIT: The mixed precision hardware has been
proposed in academia [37, 91] but the software stack to read latency feedback is missing. The
industry [2, 5] on the other hand, only executes DNN with uniform 8-bit. Thus, AUTO-SPLIT relies
on edge device simulators to explore the latency vs accuracy trade-offs for SPLIT approach. New
efficient algorithms can be developed, if we could read the latency from real hardware.
Dynamic graph partition for DNN splits suggested by AUTO-SPLIT: At present, AUTO-SPLIT
needs to manually partition the DNN once, the split point has been suggested. The reason is that there
is no support in PyTorch to dynamically partition the graph given the node names. Once, dynamic
graph partitioning is supported one can leverage AUTO-SPLIT to support many applications where
AUTO-SPLIT will automatically select between EDGE-ONLY, CLOUD-ONLY and SPLIT approaches
on the fly based on operating and application constraints. Tensorflow 2.0 allows to partition the
DNN using the node names. Update, [70] is an open source tool released at the time of AUTO-SPLIT
submission built using tensorflow 2.0 which allows for on the fly graph partition. We chose PyTorch
since many state of the art post training quantization algorithms were open sourced in PyTorch. We
used distiller [3].
X-Layer dataflows for edge DNN generated by AUTO-SPLIT: The SPLIT solutions generated
by AUTO-SPLIT require edge DNN to executed on the edge devices. The edge DNN can leverage
cross-layer dataflows for scheduling on to the edge device to reduce the latency further. This will
require the edge device to support cross-layer schedules for mixed precision hardware. However, this
will require exploration of cross-layer dataflows in the presence of sub 8-bit activations and weights.
6.3 Reflections
In this section, I present what I have learnt over the course of my PhD program and present my views
on how to approach dataflows and splitting techniques.
Lessons learnt from X-Layer
• 1. There is no best dataflow for every DNN and for every hardware. Every dataflow requires
a minimum number of hardware resources and coarse-grain dataflows may not even work for
many resource-constrained devices. DNNs come in all shapes and sizes and depending on the
class of DNN, the workhorse layer characteristics can vary.
• 2. A dataflow is closely tied to the hardware. A dataflow designed for particular hardware
may not even work for another hardware. This is especially true in the case of cross-layer
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dataflows where multiple layers require i) fused outer dataflows, ii) execute multiple layers
in a pipelined manner, iii) need to sync at different granularity based on the choice of outer
dataflow.
Every dataflow paper needs to target a class of DNNs and have a target class of hardware. This
realization is important for dataflow research. It is also hard to convince other researchers to agree on
the rules of the playing field.
Types of DNNs: The DNNs can be categorized based on the AI fields, AI tasks, and deployment
targets. Examples of the AI field include computer vision, reinforcement learning, and natural
language processing. Examples of AI tasks in computer vision include image classification, object
detection, semantic segmentation and Image generation. Sometimes the DNNs are also designed for
a particular deployment target such as an ARM Cortex-M, a GPU in a mobile phone, a desktop, and
a TPU in the cloud.
The DNN algorithms come in all shapes and sizes. For example, an LSTM or a transformer model
used in natural language processing use many CONV, Tanh, Sigmoid, Multiply and Add functions.
These DNNs can require many gigabytes of memory and computations. The DNN graph is also
non-linear and requires efficient node scheduling and parallel batch processing. An object detection
algorithm, have a base DNN similar to Image classification networks but the detection part such as
Single Shot Detector, Faster-RCNN, and Yolo require parallel thread processing and utilize a lot of
CPU computations which is currently not accelerated by the standard DNN hardware accelerators.
The DNNs designed for mobile targets utilize a lot of composite layers based on LR-CONV layers
which have poor utilization for existing DNN accelerators.
Bias of the dataflow papers Prior work [10, 19, 21, 36, 45, 57, 62–64, 79, 80, 87, 90] mostly looked
at dataflow as one size fits all approach and heavily focused on CONV layers. It is also challenging
to compare different dataflows designed for different target platforms and based on different target
hardware. We summarize all the design choices that are made by a dataflow paper in Figure 4.8 in
§4.3. For example, it is challenging to compare the dataflows of Tangram [36] with Fused-Layer [10].
Tangram is a coarse-grain dataflow that has a lower limit on the minimum number of resources
required to work. Fused-Layer is a fine-grain dataflow that runs on vector hardware. The Fused-
Layer hardware cannot execute Tangram cross-layer dataflow, and vice-versa. We list their detailed
configuration for readers to understand the differences.
Tangram configuration: It is designed for Cloud, it uses 256 tiles of 16×16 Eyeriss style ASIC
NN engines. Overall it has the computation resource of 16384 PEs and 8 MB of on-chip memory.
It uses a coarse-grain dataflow with a pipeline depth of two and uses K1CXY→CKXY . Tangram
demonstrated AlexNet, VGG, GoogleNet, ResNet, MLP and LSTM.
Fused-Layer: It is an HLS based tool. It generates new hardware for every DNN, i.e., different
mac, on-chip memory, and tile sizes. It targets FPGA and uses vector hardware. Fused-Layer
implements a fine-grain dataflow X1Y 1KC which can pipeline an arbitrary number of layers in theory.
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It demonstrated two pipelines of depth 2 (Alexnet) and 5 (VGG). Alexnet and VGG does not contain
LR-CONVs.
Both Tangram and Fused-Layer did not implement LR-CONVs. They cannot run DP layers.
They will have to re-implement their cross-layer dataflows to support LR-CONVs.
Lessons learnt from AUTO-SPLIT
AUTO-SPLIT idea is a little ahead of its time. The framework required to support AUTO-SPLIT in
real products does not exist yet. For example, it is challenging to find a hardware accelerator that
can support mixed precision on the edge device. I am not aware of any method to split the DNNs
automatically in PyTorch by providing a node name. The sub 8-bit data type support does not exist in
the edge devices yet, thus, it creates an overhead of encoding and decoding the data into 8-bit data
type during transmission of activations.
The AUTO-SPLIT framework was developed with Pytorch due to the large support of open source
libraries for mixed-precision quantization. In practice, TensorFlow seems like a better option for
graph splitting methods. It is a double-edged sword. On one side, it provides new opportunities to
develop the necessary infrastructure and realize novel edge cloud collaborative products. On the
other side, publishing one idea requires heavy engineering effort.
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Chapter 7
Other Works of the Author
In addition to the works presented in the thesis, I was also the main contributor on the research
work NACHOS, which could not be included in the thesis. Apart from NACHOS, I have also
contributed to several other projects. A Brief overview of these works is described next.
NACHOS: Software-Driven Hardware-Assisted Memory Disambigua-
tion for Accelerators
Published in: 2018 IEEE International Symposium on High Performance Computer Architecture
(HPCA). The authors were Naveen Vedula, Arrvindh Shriraman, Snehasish Kumar and Nick Sumner.
Hardware accelerators have relied on the compiler to extract instruction parallelism but may waste
significant energy in enforcing memory ordering and discovering memory parallelism. Accelerators
tend to either serialize memory operations [103] or reuse power hungry load-store queues (LSQs) [39,
78]. Recent Works [40, 48] use the compiler for scheduling but continue to rely on LSQs for memory
disambiguation.
NACHOS is a hardware-assisted software-driven approach to memory disambiguation for acceler-
ators. In NACHOS, the compiler classifies pairs of memory operations as NO alias (i.e., independent
memory operations), MUST alias (i.e., ordering required), or MAY alias (i.e., compiler uncertain).
We developed a compiler-only approach called NACHOS-SW that serializes memory operations
both when the compiler is certain (MUST alias) and uncertain (MAY alias). Our study analyzes
multiple stages of alias analysis on 135 acceleration regions extracted from SPEC2K, SPEC2k6,
and PARSEC. NACHOS-SW is energy efficient, but serialization limits performance; 18%–100%
slowdown compared to an optimized LSQ. We then proposed NACHOS a low-overhead, scalable,
hardware comparator assist that dynamically verifies MAY alias and executes independent memory
operations in parallel. NACHOS is a pay-as-you-go approach where the compiler filters out memory
operations to save dynamic energy, and the hardware dynamically checks to find MLP. NACHOS
achieves performance comparable to an optimized LSQ; in fact, it improved performance in 6
benchmarks(6%—70%) by reducing load-to-use latency for cache hits. NACHOS imposes no energy
overhead in 15 out of 27 benchmarks i.e., compiler accurately determines all memory dependencies;
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the average energy overhead is '6% of total (accelerator and L1 cache); in comparison, an optimized
LSQ consumes 27% of total energy. NACHOS is released as free and open-source software. Github:
https://github.com/sfu-arch/nachos
Deepframe: A Profile-guided, Speculative Compiler for Spatial Hard-
ware Accelerators
Published in 28th International Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques
(PACT 2019). The authors were Apala Guha, Naveen Vedula, Arrvindh Shriraman
Tracing code paths to form extended basic blocks is useful in many areas, compiler optimiza-
tions [89], improving instruction cache behavior [12] and custom-hardware offloading [29]. Prior
work has been plagued by small traces, limited either by the overheads of dynamic profiling, infor-
mation available statically [11], or side-exit branches [72]. In this work, we rethink how to determine
what code path sequences should we fuse to construct long traces for offloading to spatial accelerators
while minimizing the occurrence of side-exits from limiting dynamic coverage.
We introduce a novel technique that recasts a program’s dynamic execution history as a natural-
language-processing problem, CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words). We then use a deep learning
network to learn the relationships between different sequences of paths. During the compilation
phase, the compiler uses a sequence miner to decide what paths are likely to occur. The learning
network’s classification is used to predict a Deepframe online, an extended basic block of multiple
path sequences (each path itself is composed of multiple basic blocks). We offload the frequent
frames to a spatial accelerator and demonstrate the following: i) Deepframe can construct up to 5×
(max: 25×) longer offload regions compared to prior approaches. ii) Surprisingly far–flung ILP and
MLP can be mined from the frames statically (5.5× increase in ILP and 10.5× increase in MLP). iii)
The frames offloaded to the spatial accelerator have minimal side exits (mis-speculation) and achieve
sufficient dynamic coverage to improve overall application performance (up to 9× improvement).
We will be releasing open-source an end-to-end compiler prototype based on LLVM.
Constraint-Aware Deep Neural Network Compression
Published in Proceedings of the European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), 2018. The
authors were Changan Chen, Frederick Tung, Naveen Vedula, Greg Mori.
Deep neural network compression has the potential to bring modern resource-hungry deep net-
works to resource-limited devices. However, in many of the most compelling deployment scenarios
of compressed deep networks, the operational constraints matter: for example, a pedestrian detection
network on a self-driving car may have to satisfy a latency constraint for safe operation. We propose
the first principled treatment of deep network compression under operational constraints. We formu-
late the compression learning problem from the perspective of constrained Bayesian optimization,
and introduce a cooling (annealing) strategy to guide the network compression towards the target
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constraints. Experiments on ImageNet demonstrate the value of modelling constraints directly in
network compression.
Fusion Design Tradeoffs in Coherent Cache Hierarchies for Accelera-
tors
Published in Proceedings of the 42nd Annual International Symposium on Computer Architecture,
ISCA 2015. The authors were Snehasish Kumar, Arrvindh Shriraman, and Naveen Vedula. Chip
designers have shown increasing interest in integrating specialized fixed-function coprocessors into
multicore designs to improve energy efficiency. Recent work in academia [39, 102] and industry [54]
has sought to enable more fine-grain offloading at the granularity of functions and loops. The
sequential program now needs to migrate across the chip utilizing the appropriate accelerator for
each program region. As the execution migrates, it has become increasingly challenging to retain the
temporal and spatial locality of the original program as well as manage the data sharing. We show that
with the increasing energy cost of wires and caches relative to compute operations, it is imperative
to optimize data movement to retain the energy benefits of accelerators. We develop FUSION, a
lightweight coherent cache hierarchy for accelerators and study the tradeoffs compared to a scratchpad
based architecture. We find that coherency, both between the accelerators and with the CPU, can help
minimize data movement and save energy. FUSION leverages temporal coherence [94] to optimize
data movement within the accelerator tile. The accelerator tile includes small per-accelerator L0
caches to minimize hit energy and a per-tile shared cache to improve localized-sharing between
accelerators and minimize data exchanges with the host LLC. We find that overall FUSION improves
performance by 4.3× compared to an oracle DMA that pushes data into the scratchpad. In workloads
with inter-accelerator sharing, we save up to 10× the dynamic energy of the cache hierarchy by
minimizing the host-accelerator data ping-ponging.
DASX: Hardware accelerator for software data structures
Published in Proceedings of the 29th ACM on International Conference on Supercomputing (ICS
2015). The authors were Snehasish Kumar, Naveen Vedula, Arrvindh Shriraman, and Vijayalakshmi
Srinivasan. Recent research [39, 96, 103] has proposed compute accelerators to address the energy
efficiency challenge. While these compute accelerators specialize and improve the compute efficiency,
they have tended to rely on address-based load/store memory interfaces that closely resemble a
traditional processor core. The address-based load/store interface is particularly challenging in
data-centric applications that tend to access different software data structures. While accelerators
optimize the compute section, the address-based interface leads to wasteful instructions and low
memory level parallelism (MLP). We study the benefits of raising the abstraction of the memory
interface to data structures. We propose DASX (Data Structure Accelerator), a specialized state
machine for data fetch that enables compute accelerators to efficiently access data structure elements
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in iterative program regions. DASX enables the compute accelerators to employ data structure
based memory operations and relieves the compute unit from having to generate addresses for each
individual object. DASX exploits knowledge of the program’s iteration to i) run ahead of the compute
units and gather data objects for the compute unit (i.e., compute unit memory operations do not
encounter cache misses) and ii) throttle the fetch rate, adaptively tile the dataset based on the locality
characteristics and guarantee cache residency. We demonstrate accelerators for three types of data
structures, Vector, Key-Value (Hash) maps, and BTrees. We demonstrate the benefits of DASX on
data-centric applications which have varied compute kernels but access few regular data structures.
DASX achieves higher energy efficiency by eliminating data structure instructions and enabling
energy efficient compute accelerators to efficiently access the data elements. We demonstrate that
DASX can achieve 4.4× the performance of a multicore system by discovering more parallelism
from the data structure.
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Guidelines proposed for users of our system: a) For models with float size of < 50MB, EDGE-
ONLY is likely the optimal solution (on typical edge chips). b) Compared to the input image, the
activation volumes are generally large for initial layers, but small for deep layers. When a large
number of initial layers receive high activation volumes i.e., their volume is greater than input image
volume, then CLOUD-ONLY is likely the optimal solution. c) For deep but thin networks or when the
input image has high resolution (say >= 416×416×3), the SPLIT solution is likely optimal.
Activation transmission protocol: In practice, we found that python’s xmlRPC protocol was
orders of magnitude slower compared to using socket programming. The reason is xmlRPC cannot
transfer binary data over a network, so activations are encoded and decoded into ASCII characters.
This adds extra overhead. Thus, we used socket programming (in C++) for data transmission.
Table A.1 shows RPC vs socket transmission for a Yolov3 based face detection model. On a single
server (31 Gbps), Auto-split takes 1.13s on RPC and 0.27 ms with socket programming. Note that in
both xmlRPC or socket programming, quantized activations (say 4-bits) are still stored as “int8" data
type (by padding with zeros). Thus, it requires some pre-processing before transmission for existing
edge/cloud devices. Table A.2 shows the API of the transmission protocol.
Table A.1: Comparison of RPC vs Socket programming
Benchmark Img/Act shape KB RPC/Socket
Cloud-Only 432,768,3 972 3566
Auto-Split 36,64,256 288 3981
Table A.2: API for activation transmission
Data Type Parameters
Bytes (int8) Transmitted Activation
Float32 Scale
Float32 Zero-point
List(int32) Input image shape
Int8 #Bits used for activations
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Table A.3: Packing & unpacking overhead of 4-bit activations
Benchmark Act shape KB Height-Width Channel
Auto-Split 36,64,256 288 1.45 (s) 0.01 (s)
Handling sub 8-bit activations for transmission: AUTO-SPLIT may provide solutions with ac-
tivation layers of lower than 8-bits, e.g. 4-bits. To minimize the transmission cost one needs to: 1)
either implement “int4" data type (or lower) for both edge and cloud devices, or 2) pack two 4-bit (or
lower) activations into “int8" data type on the edge device, transmit over the network, and unpack
into “float" data type on the cloud device. For existing devices that do not support <8−bit data type,
we also implemented an API to pack/unpack to 8-bit data types. We tried to pack/unpack activations
along i) “Height-Width" and ii) “Channel" dimensions. If the edge device supports python, then it
is more efficient to use NumPy libraries for packing multiple channels of activation (<8−bit) to
a single 8-bit channel. Table A.3 shows details of Height-Width (HW) vs Channel (C) packing &
unpacking overhead of 4-bit activations before transmission (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v4 @
2.60GHz). For edge devices with a C++ interface, SIMD units should be utilized to speed up the
packing of activations.
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